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FOREWORD

The Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences (ARI) performs research and development in
areas that include training performance measurement and
assessment (PMA) throughout the Army. Of special interest is
how the data that are generated as a result of training PMA
are used to improve the training that takes place in the
Army.

In order to perform detailed research for PMA in tech-
nical training, it was first necessary to thoroughly examine
the existing literature base. By adequately reviewing past
and current attempts at measuring and assessing training per-
formance, we can better support research efforts to improve
the Army's PMA system. Such improvement is necessary to
address the Army Science Board's Summer Study. The study
concluded that the Army's system of training PMA is often not
providing adequate feedback to the developers of training
systems.

This project was performed under the research task
called "Methods for Evaluating Training System Effective-
ness." The project supports the Orlando Field Unit's mission
of developing methods for the optimization of simulation-
based training systems, training performance measure-ent
being a key part of any training system. It supports the
Training Research Laboratory's research program by examining
the current conduct of training performance measurement and
assessment activities in Army schools and operational units.
There were two sponsors of this research. One sponsor was
the Army's Project Manager for Training Devices (PM TRADE)
under a Memorandum of Understanding dated 18 May 1983 and
entitled "Establishment of Technical Coordination between the
ARI and PM TRADE." The other sponsor was the Department of
Defense's Training and Performance Data Center (TPDC) under a
Memorandum of Agreement entitled "Army Research Institute
Coordination with TPDC" and dated 24 April 1985. The Com-
manding officer of PM TRADE and the Director of TPDC were
briefed on the project results in September of 1987. The
prcponents (sponsors) expect to make use of the project's
findings in the future design of their training system (PM
TRADE) and in the future collection of data (TPDC).

Technical Director
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A REVIEW AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TRAINING PERFORMANCE

MEASUREMENT AND ASSESSMENT LITERATURE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

The objective of the report is to provide a foundation
for technical training performance measurement and assessment
(PMA) research within the military. This review was per-
formed to support a specific research project, the results of
which appear in a separate report entitled "Measuring and
Assessing Technical Training Performance in the Army's
Schools and Units: A Survey of Current Methods."

Procedure:

A literature review was made of recent and current
research efforts that address training PMA concerns. To
initiate the search, computer-assisted and manual searches
were employed. The following data bases were accessed:
Defense Technical Information Center; Educational Resources
Information Center; PSYCH INFO, American Psychological As-
sociation; and the Conference Papers Index. In addition,
listings of Army Research Institute Publications dating from
1940 to 1986 were reviewed for pertinence. Of the documents
reviewed, 173 are presented in annotated format in Appendix A
of the report.

Findings:

A review of PMA literature has revealed that the
services, including the Army, have not succeeded in devel-
oping an integrated system for measuring and assessing train-
ing performance. Several specific problems were indicated by
the review. There is still an over reliance on subjective
measures of performance and a shortage of valid, reliable
quantitative performance measures of training objectives,
training strategies, and training effectiveness. Research
efforts should be pursued to resolve these problems. Re-
searchers should investigate means for developing more
empirical data, better analytic methods, and standardized
measurement. The military should assess the accuracy of
subjective feedback and develop better methods for managing
and utilizing feedback information. Increased emphasis
should be placed on the application of learning principles
such as knowledge of results and retention of learning in
designing PMA systems.
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Utilization of Findings:

In order to adequately address the critical findings of
the 1985 Army Science Board's Summer Study concerning PMA in
the Army, it will be necessary to conduct research to iden-
tify PMA solutions. This report lays a literature-based
foundation for such a program. In addition, the developers
of PMA systems should be able to glean ideas for improving
their designs from this report.
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A REVIEW AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TRAINING
PERFORNI4NCE MEASUREMENT AND ASSESSMENT LITERATURE

OVERVIEW

Operational Problem

In order for the Army's training system to be as
responsive to the needs of the Army as possible, it is
imperative that there be a means to measure the performance
of soldiers and units after training. Performance
measurement has been defined as the scoring of trainee
proficiency either subjectively (e.g., instructor opinion) or
objectively (e.g., automatic computer measurement). (MIL-
HDBK-220B.) Performance assessment involves the synthesis of
all performance measurement information to assess trainee
performance. (MIL-HDBK-220B.) This training performance
measurement and assessment has a very important
goal--it provides the Army's chain of command with
information as to the state of readiness of the Army, as well
as indications as to possible causes of performance that is
less than acceptable. Recent studies such as that of the
1982 Defense Science Board (DSB) and the Summer Study of the
1985 Army Science Board (ASB) suggest that there is a lack of
valid and reliable training performance information to help
guide these decisions. This is further supported by research
conducted in the area of training PMA.

Research Obiectives

The objective of this literature review was to lay a
foundation for programmatic training performance measurement
and assessment (PMA) research. The review directly supported
a PMA research project, the results of which appear in
"Measuring and Assessing Technical Training Performance in
the Army'& Schools and Units: A survey of Current Methods."

In order to accomplish the research objectives, the Army
Research Institute (ARI) Orlando Field Unit initiated a study
effort to 1) determine how the Army measures performance,
2) determine how the resulting data and information are used
to improve Army training, 3) investigate the cost
effectiveness of the methodologies used to measure
performance, and 4) assess the contribution that training
devices and simulators make to the effectiveness of the
training PMA system. The literatnre review to support tasks
one and two is contained in this report.
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BACKGROUND

The Defense Science Board's Summer Study of 1982, as
well as the Army Science Board's 1985 Summer Study, were
critical of the methodologies used by the Armed Services (in
the case of the DSB) and the Army (in the case of the ASB).
Specific criticisms pointed to the lack of objective
standards to measure human performance and the lack of
quantifiable measures of performance as two of the most
serious of the shortcomings. Other studies (to be described
later in this report) that looked at training PMA in both the
individual and collective training environments also found
fault with some of the procedures used within the Army to
measure performance in order to assess training. Many of
these research efforts produced findings that echoed the DSB
and ASB Summer Studies. A recurrent theme in many of these
studies has been the questionable validity and reliability of
the training PMA methodologies used by the Army. The Army
Research Institute (ARI) designed the current effort to
explore more fully the problems that had been cited, and to
provide a basis for suggesting ways by which training PMA in
the Army might be improved.

Methodology

As a first step in addressing the concerns cited above,
a literature search was conducted. To initiate the
literature search, computer-assisted and manual searches were
employed. The computer-assisted literature search accessed
dialog across the following data bases: Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC); PSYCH INFO, American
Psychological Association; and the Conference Papers Index.
The search was run in the data base on key words to include
"performance measurement," "training effectiveness,"
"training measurement," "decision making," etc. Results from
this initial search suggested modifications in the number of
data bases to access. Ninety-three citations were obtained
and only 31 citations were selected for review.
Concomitantly, the Defense Technical Information Center
.(DTIC) was accessed. This search proved to be more relevant;
out of 797 citations, 65 were selected for further review.
Additionally, listings of ARI publications dating from
1940-1986 were reviewed for pertinence. Out of 3,500, 173
were selected for analysis. As these reports were reviewed,
pertinent data (to include the title, author, publication
data, summary, relevant points, and relevant subtask) were
gathered and entered into the data base. An annotated
bibliography containing these data is presented in
Appendix A.
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Results/Findinas

Although many sources were accessed, the source that
proved to be the most comprehensive was DTIC, the DoD's
repository for technical reports from Government, academia,
and industry. Although there apparently has been a great
deal of discussion of training PMA in all sectors, the
research which is most applicable to the current effort seems
to have been conducted in the military arena. As clearly
stated by Vreuls and Woolridge (1977), "In order to increase
efficiency and maintain (or improve) current system
effectiveness, we must improve measurement. Responsiveness
to this need can be seen in the ongoing training performance
measurement programs in the Navy, Air Force, and Army." In
the Army, an increased interest in its training performance
measurement system is evident. Witness the 1985 Army Science
Board Summer Study (Army Science Board, 1985) which concluded
that the Army has several needs:

e 'Quantitative' measures (of performance) relating
to training objectives, training strategies and
training effectiveness.

o 'Quantifiable' tasks whose successful performance
to standards leads to mission accomplishment.

o Evolution of measurement programs to a
'quantifiable' basis.

o Identification of task data needed to measure
effectiveness of training.

o Knowledge of skills retention/learning rates to
support unit sustainment training.

The Air Force has expended considerable effort toward
the development of aircrew training PMA systems (Waag and
Knoop, 1977), particularly through research conducted by the
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL). The Navy has
proposed the use of an integrated approach to training PMA
(Pettit and Magruder, 1985) and has stressed the need for
quantitative and qualitative performance measures which are
systematically developed.

The state-of-the-art in training PMA in the Army is most
germane to this report. Thus, the first part of this section
addresses the following:

o How does the Army measure performance of its
soldiers?

0 How effective are these methodologies?

3



o What research has already been done to investigate
the methodologies and their effectiveness?

The literature review also provided an insight into
ongoing training PMA programs (in the Army, Navy, and Air
Force) that postulate solutions to the training PMA problem.
In view of this, the second part of this section addresses
the following questions:

" What recommendations are made to improve training
PMA?

" What ongoing training PMA programs are most
relevant to this study?

The various literature that was reviewed as part of the
literature search is enclosed at Appendix A in annotated
bibliography form.

PRESENT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Measurement in Institutions

Results of the literature search and review provided no
reports specifically addressing how individual and collective
performance is currently being measured in the TRADOC schools
and centers. However, some of the literature provided by the
Training Effectiveness Analysis (TEA) Division in TRASANA is
relevant to this issue. The TEA Division in TRASANA is
responsible for managing the TEA process in support of the
TRADOC schools and centers. To date, the division has
conducted numerous TEA studies, covering a wide range of
areas: training, training devices, soldier hardware
interface, and MOS selection criteria (Miller and Southard,
1982). Table 1 presents a list of studies with the type of
training and MOS Number for institutional training, as
presented by Miller and Southard.
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Table 1
Studies on Institutional Training

TYPE OF INSTITUTIONAL MOS
STUDY TRAINING NO.

Basic Rifle Marksmanship Basic Combat Training N/A
Cost and Training
Effectiveness Analysis (CTEA)
REDEYE Weapon Systems Advanced Individual 16P
Training Effectiveness Study Training
REDEYE Weapon Systems Army Advanced Individual 16P
Training StudY (ARTS) Training
VULCAN Weapons System Training Advanced Individual 16P
Subsystem Effectiveness Training
Analysis
CHAPARRAL/REDEYE Training Advanced Individual 16P
System Effectiveness Analysis Training

Training Attrition Problem, Special Qualification 15E
Institute for Military Course Advanced
Assistance Training System Individual Training
in Effectiveness Analysis

The literature review was not intended to reveal
specific training performance measures (e.g., tasks,
simulated performance, actual performance) used in the units
and institutions. However, specific measures were identified
in a detailed survey of six MOS. That survey, which was
part of this research project, is reported in a separate
report "Measuring and Assessing Technical Training
Performance in the Army's Schools and Units: A Survey of
Current Methods." This literature review was aimed more at
the difficulties which the military has had in establishing
whole PMA systems.

Some of the relevant problems encountered across most
TEA studies related to training subsystems at the
institutions are: (1) insufficient hands-on training, (2)
insufficient testing within a POI, (3) inconsistencies
between POI1's and Soldier Manual (SM) task lists, (4) too
much emphasis on "irrelevant training," (5) failure to adhere
to the requirements of a training program, and (6) standards
and objectives of various tests which are inconsistent and
sometimes conflicting with each other.

At the institutional level, training is conducted on
tasks contained in the Soldiers Manual (SM) prepared for the
specific MOS and skill level. By Army doctrine, the SM is
the central document around which skill training revolves.
However, the SM has not been as effective as it could be. As
stated by Simpson et al. (1984), SMs have not been entirely
effective for a number of reasons:
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" The list of tasks they contain is incomplete.

* Many tasks are left out because they are not critical
for the MOS.

" Even with their omissions, SMs contain an enormous
number of tasks, and these are listed without
priorities assigned to them.

Measurement in Units

The Army's policy changes of the mid 1970s to transfer a
large part of training responsibilities from formal schools
to operational units places new burdens on unit personnel
(Simpson, McCallum, McIntyre, Casey, and Fuller, 1984). As
stated in TRADOC Reg 350-7, "The Army training system is an
integration of individual and collective training conducted
both in the institutions and in the units. Although TRADOC
has the mission to provide individual and collective training
for Army personnel, most of the training is conducted in the
units." In the units, the SM is the central document around
which skill training revolves. Individual units are required
to develop their training plans, interpret the SM, and select
tasks with their respective priorities. Feedback on how
individuals and units are doing is obtained through routine
performance assessments during the course of evaluations
conducted by the unit (e.g., Army Training and Evaluation
Program (ARTEP), Skill Qualification Test, and TRADOC field
visits. Unit needs are derived from a delta between
performance required to accomplish their missions and actual
performance achieved.

The need for methods of measuring team and unit
proficiency and the lack of knowledge in this area are widely
recognized. As stated by Knerr, Root, and Word (1979),
difficulties in measuring team performance are fundamental
problems of training evaluation. Existing unit training PMA
techniques depend largely on judgmental data and often do not
evaluate the unit's ability in the field (Hayes and Wallis,
1979). This is further reiterated by the 1982 Defense
Science Board's Summer Study which noted that performance is
measured "subjectively and poorly" (Defense Science Board,
1982) and by the Army Science Board Summer Study which
concluded that the Army needs improvements in its training
PMA system (Army Science Board, 1985).

Army training and evaluation Drogram. At the unit
level, the literature review addresses training of
individuals and collective training. In particular, the
Skills Qualification Test (SQT) and Army Training and
Evaluation Plan (ARTEP) are addressed. The ARTEP is utilized
to conduct unit training of collective skills and to evaluate
performance of these tasks. The ARTEPs basic goal is
"performance-oriented training" (Havron, Albert, and
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McCullough, 1978). It encompasses mission/task oriented
training, concurrent multiechelon training and evaluation,
training to correct deficiencies, and decentralized training
and evaluation (Havron and Wanschura, 1979).

Although there is not supposed to be any deviation from
the tasks, conditions, and standards specified in the ARTEP,
Havron et al. (1978 and 1979) found this to be frequently the
case. A study by Gray, Clovis, Gray, Muller and Cunningham
(1981) indicates that officers sometimes modify the ARTEP to
include additional subtasks required by their unit. Thus
ARTEPs are frequently used to develop training exercises for
formal evaluation, not to develop training to overcome
weaknesses identified in the evaluation. Attachment to this
formal unit evaluation status has been found to hinder the
usefulness of the ARTEP as part of the training program since
emphasis is placed on passing the tests, rather than on
discovering and correcting deficiencies. Mirabella (1978)
summarizes this by stating that the ARTEP does not adequately
differentiate between evaluation for training diagnosis and
evaluation for accountability. Ultimately, this degrades
the validity and reliability of the ARTEP as a training PMA
instrument.

Of equal concern is the extent to which ARTEPs do not
provide for objective measures of performance. Numerous
study efforts (Shaket, Saleh, and Freedy, 1981; Medlin, 1979;
Allen, Johnson, Wheaton, Knerr, and Boycan, 1982; Hayes and
Wallis, 1979; Havron and McFarling, 1979; and Havron and
Wanschura, 1979) have suggested that this is the biggest
shortcoming of the ARTEPs. Medlin (1979) points out a lack
of standardized or scientific procedures for determining the
tasks, subtasks, and standards in the Training and Evaluation
Outlines (T&EOs) of the ARTEP manuals. Furthermore, the
field exercises are often unrealistic and do not provide
objective data for the evaluation team. As a result, the
ARTEP is dominated by unsystematized and unaided human
judgments (Medlin, 1979) and a lack of objective data to
determine terminal mission outcome (Shaket et al., 1981).

The use of subjective measurement techniques often
results in inaccurate data (Burnside, 1982) which frequently
arise when human judgments are involved (e.g., halo,
leniency, and central tendency errors). Subjective
appraisals can provide accurate data if provisions are taken
to avoid these errors (e.g., adequate evaluator training).
However, in the Army there is a lack of appreciation for the
role evaluators can and must play in evaluating performance
(Havron et al., 1979). Little time is devoted to evaluator
training and when it is provided, this training is often
inadequate (Shaket et al., 1981). Medlin and Thompson (1980)
conducted a study to determine the major dimensions that
military judges use in subjectively appraising ARTEP
performance. A complex multi-dimensional analysis of ratings

7



indicated that military judges used only three dimensions and
that the dominant dimension was the quality of overall
performance. Thus their assessment was not based on a
careful objective analysis of tasks. Ultimately, the lack of
objective data and an explicit data base make it difficult to
interpret the results of an evaluation, or to compare the
same unit at different times or locations.

While the inclusion of subjective standards has been one
of the most serious drawbacks of the ARTEPs published to
date, it is not the only problem identified by the
literature. Shelnutt, Smillie, and Bercos (1978) and Wheaton
and Boycan (1982) concluded that the standards of performance
are often inaccurate, too general, and vague. Moreover, the
T&EOs often demonstrate a lack of correspondence between
task, conditions, and standards (Havron et al., 1978).

Philosophically, the ARTEP is intended for use in
training, evaluation, and development of training to correct
deficiencies (Havron et al., 1978). Most units do use the
results of ARTEP evaluations to ascertain areas in which
additional training is needed. However, this is done in a
relatively imprecise way due to the structure of the ARTEP.
Although ARTEP results are often not available, when
available they are usually in a general format and do not
provide task-specific feedback on how to correct
deficiencies. (Burnside, 1981). The T&EOs are not designed
to recapture specific errors (Havron et al., 1979).
Therefore, it is almost impossible to track specific errors
and integrate ratings for diagnosis. Burnside also points
out that ratings are usually provided for each company on
performance of a major mission (e.g., movement to contact),
but that there is no listing of specific individual or crew
level tasks which need further training. As a result,
commanders at the end of ARTEP do not get a list of
deficiencies or discriminatory performance data (Hill and
Sticht, 1981). The feedback provided is a go or no-go for
each task evaluated.

This feedback is too general and as stated by various
commanders in charge of ARTEP evaluation, "you have to have
more detail than 'sat' and "unsat'" (Gray, et al., 1981).
The problem is further aggravated by the inadequate training
provided to the evaluators and the lack of procedural
guidelines and ratings across standard items, missions, and
unit echelons (Shaket et al., 1981). The ARTEP manuals
provide little or no guidance to evaluators on how to design
exercises, measure unit performance, determine training
proficiencies/deficiencies, or evaluate the observed
performance (Medlin, 1979). Although these problems are
evident in today's Army units, ARTEP results are still being
utilized for diagnostic purposes.
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To the extent that units view the ARTEP evaluation as
the culmination of training, as opposed to the first step in
the training program, the efficacy of the diagnosis is
seriously degraded. (Gray et al., 1981; Havron et al., 1979;
Mirabella, 1978; Shelnutt et al., 1978) found that such is
the case in many units. Among operational units, emphasis is
placed on passing the tests, rather than discovering and
correcting deficiencies (Shelnutt et al., 1978). Leaders are
willing to cover up errors and to do the tactically safe
thing if they believe their performance is being evaluated.

As described by Mirabella (1978), other ARTEP
applications in the area of training PMA are often limited by
the lack of quantitative data. He states:

One of the philosophical problems with the ARTEP is
that it does not adequately distinguish between
evaluation for training diagnosis and evaluation for
accountability. A result has been that many
commanders regard ARTEP as a report in spite of
guidance to the contrary from TRADOC. (p. 2)

Quantitative data can provide a means to adequately
diagnose performance (Shaket et al., 1981). Futhermore,
quantitative measures can provide information related to
training objectives, training strategies, and training
effectiveness.

Hawley and Dawdy (1981), found that the maintenance of a
high level of combat readiness requires frequent evaluations
of individual and unit training along with a means of quickly
diagnosing and remediating performance problems. Moreover,
timely and accurate feedback is necessary to agencies
external to the units, especially those involved in the
design and development of the publications that guide the
conduct of training in units. A number of research efforts
have cited problems concerning the feedback of performance
measurement data from the units to the institutions.
Burnside (1981); Ryan and Yates (1977); Scott and Ekstrom
(1983); and Witmer and Burnside (1982) all point to a need
for better feedback loop. Although the feedback is either
subjective or a mix of objective and subjective data,
Burnside (1981) found that subjective feedback (informal
comments, surveys/questionnaires, and interviews) is used
most often. More objective feedback (e.g., observation of
field performance, analysis of existing performance, and
operational field performance testing) is limited due to
numerous constraints (e.g., availability and cost). The
general findings are that feedback to the Army
centers/schools is somewhat disorganized and largely based on
subjectively-derived data; there is a lack of integrated data
collection with unit activities; and that ARTEP results are
not always available and are not definitive enough to provide
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adequate field performance feedback (Burnside, 1981; Scott et
al., 1983).

In a study conducted by Witmer and Burnside (1982),
training developers indicated that the feedback they receive
from the field via training evaluators does not satisfy all
their training needs. Feedback was found to be lacking in
specificity and objectivity; its validity was perceived to be
questionable. Training developers also pointed to a lack of
interaction among the divisions of the DTD and between DTD
and DOES. These findings are reiterated in the Key Decision
Makers (KDM) survey discussed later in this report.

Skill gualification test. The SQT is designed to be a
validated performance-oriented test of soldier ability to
perform critical tasks required by his Army job (Hill et al.,
1981). As stated by the US General Accounting Office (GAO)
in 1982, "it is the Army's only diagnostic tool for measuring
individual soldier proficiency in critical tasks." The
soldier is trained to specified standards (stated in the SM)
and is tested against those standards to determine
proficiency. The SQT consists of three components:
on-the-job testing, hands-on testing, and written testing.

In 1977 Spencer, Klemp, and Cullen reported that the
reliability and validity of SQTs was "very good" since it was
a practical, hands-on test of specific unit performance.
Five years later, the US GAO reported that the SQTs ability
to meet the Army's needs was "questionable" (US GAO, 1982).
This was confirmed by Simpson et al. (1984). To a large
extent this is due to the fact that SQTs are becoming less
and less performance-oriented (hands-on) and more reliant on
written pencil-and-paper tests. Although O'Brien, Harris,
and Osborn (1979) suggest that this trend tends to improve
the validity and reliability of the tests themselves, other
research (Burnside, 1981; Harman, Steinheiser and Snyder,
1978; US GAO, 1982) suggest that there may be a concurrent
decrease in the relevance to actual task performance in the
job environment by the soldier. Furthermore, Harman has
indicated that problems have been most frequently found with
the written components. In fact, soldiers have a history of
a high level of success on the two other components. In
spite of this, SQT's are becoming less and less
performance-oriented.

The US GAO (1982) reported that soldiers were not
trained in all critical job tasks. Since only a selected
number of tasks are tested, test results do not accurately
indicate the soldier's ability to perform critical job tasks.
The study also reported that most individual training
programs within Army units emphasize only about 30 critical
individual tasks per year at the sacrifice of as many as 150
other tasks which are just as critical.
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There is a recurring perception that SQTs are a
once-a-year-event rather than the culmination of training.
At best, they indicate how well a soldier, at a given time,
can perform specific soldier manual tasks. Hill and Sticht
(1981) conducted an interview of commanders at the battalion
level to find out how SQTs were utilized at this level. The
commanders pointed out that a cycle of SQT training
exclusively designed to pass the test was common.
Furthermore, when asked how often in the last year they had
received individual training in SM tasks,
23% (of 781) E1-E4s, responded that they only received this
kind of training in the period between SQT notices and actual
tests. Few soldiers indicated they had received remedial
training after the test (US GAO, 1982).

Although most unit training is test-directed (i.e.,
occurs in preparation for some evaluation exercise),
subjective, and no-fail testing, there is a less obvious form
of evaluation that is used by those managing training on an
almost daily basis. It entails talking to people and finding
out how they are getting along, problems they have
encountered, etc. (Hill and Sticht, 1981).

Other Performance Measurement Systems

The literature also points to other training PMA
systems. Although they are not directly applicable to this
effort, three training PMA systems are presented in this
section of the report since many of the encountered problems
are similar to those found with SQTs and ARTEPs.

Stoffer (1981) investigated the Navy's Tactical Aircrew
training and found limitations with its air-to-air combat
mission training PMA system. Some of these limitations are:
a lack of specific training objectives, a lack of trend data,
certain important measures were unmeasured, inadequate
debrief data formatting, and a lack of quality control over
raw performance data.

Allen et al. (1982) investigated the Platoon Table IX
battle run which is administered primarily for the purpose of
documenting platoon competence in small unit tank gunnery.
The battle run consists of a set of tactical scenarios that
portray both offensive and defensive platoon missions.
Although it presents representative and challenging
situations and evaluation is based on a variety of measures
and scoring procedures, the battle run employs only two (2)
objective measures. It lacks procedures for collecting
objective performance data in the field and procedures for
processing and interpreting obtained performance. Thus, its
validity and reliability are reported as being questionable
or nonexistent.
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In the Air Force, the greatest need in aircrew
performance assessment appears to be the development of valid
performance criteria (Vreuls and Woolridge, 1977). Although
great technological advances have been made, there is a lack
of objective and quantitative standards of crew performance.
Many variables are involved and often they are too difficult
and costly to measure. Thus, quantitative performance
criteria have been defined for very few operational tasks.

As clearly stated by Pettit and Magruder (1985), "the
goal of a training PMA system is to objectively measure,
evaluate, provide feedback, and manage personnel performance
against operational requirements " (p. 408). The studies we
have previously presented support the contention that this is
not the case within the military. However, the literature
postulates solutions to the training PMA problem. These are
presented in the following section.

RECOMMENDED PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

Numerous studies (Allen et al., 1982; Bialek and
Brennan, 1979; Biers and Sauer, 1983; Breidenbach and
Brictson, 1981; Cormier, 1984; Fuller, Waag, and Martin,
1980; Gibson, 1978; Havron et al., 1978; Havron and
McFarling, 1979; Havron, Hawley, and Dawdy, 1981; Kavanagh,
Borman, and Hedge, 1986; Mirabella, 1978; Mode and Buletza,
1985; Nieva, Fleishman, and Rieck, 1985; Obermeyer and
Vreuls, 1974; Richardson, 1983; Simpson, Gutman, and Jarosz,
1984; Shaket et al., 1981; US General Accounting Office,
1982; Vreuls and Woolridge, 1977; Waag and Knoop, 1977)
provide an insight into how to improve training PMA. The
following is a review of major issues brought forth by such
studies and of present systems, particularly in the training
device/simulator arena, that demonstrate attempts to provide
improved measurement systems.

The Criterion Problem

The training process, particularly within the military,
is often characterized as having, early in the process,
extensive measurement and relatively well-developed criteria.
However, as one gets closer to the operational missions of
units, there is less measurement, and performance criteria
become more complex and harder to measure. This is
particularly applicable to performance tests where one or
more individuals are required to accomplish a job-related
task under controlled conditions. The more the problem of
defining performance criteria is unresolved or overlooked,
the less valid are the measures, criteria, and decisions.
(Vreuls and Woolridge, 1977).

The literature presents some attempts to resolve this
"criterion problem." Burroughs (1985) provides criterion
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performance measures for reliable tests of nonprocedural M1
tank driver skills; Steinheiser and Snyder (1986) pointed out
issues related to criterion-performance testing which should
be considered when developing individual and weapon crew
tests; Fuller et al. (1980) describe the Advanced Simulator
for Pilot Training (APM) system, one of the first attempts to
develop a comprehensive, real-time measurement capability for
a research simulator; and Mirabella (1978) proposes the
development of an adequate criterion-referenced system of
evaluation which shifts away from a go/no go evaluation to
one which obtains detailed descriptions of behavior involved
in two-sided combat simulation. A common thread seems to
guide the development of these criterion-referenced systems
to develop performance criteria that are: more objective,
empirically derived, performance-oriented rather than
process-oriented, and supported by an analytical model. This
is further supported by a model which Medlin (1979) developed
to evaluate unit tactical performance. The Combat Operations
Training Effectiveness Model (COTEAM), as it is called, was
developed using the ARTEP evaluation system as a starting
point. It modifies the current ARTEP manual and provides:
1) a realistic simulated combat environment in which units
perform technical operations and from which objective
performance data can be obtained, 2) procedures for defining
standards against which unit performance can be compared, and
3) techniques by which training deficiencies and training
level combat readiness can be assessed.

The Air Force community has also shown concern for the
need to develop criterion-referenced measures. Hedge,
Ballantine, and Gould (cited in Blackburst and Baker, 1983)
points to the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory's
(AFHRL's) attempt to overcome the criterion problem by
employing a variety of measuring techniques: (1) a task
rating form where specific task data are collected, (2) a
dimensional rating form where task dimensions are rated, (3)
a global rating form developed to collect rater overall
impressions of first-termer proficiency, and (4) an Air
Force-wide rating form developed to be representative of all
specialties in the Air Force. Finally, Kavanagh et al.
(1986) also focus on criterion-development. They propose a
model that looks at input variables (e.g., individual
characteristics), process variables (e.g., cognitive process)
and outcome variables (e.g., performance measurement
quality).
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The Job Sample APMroach

It is not practical, cost efficient, nor necessary to
measure all relevant variables for all tasks. Therefore, it
is important to be able to sample critical tasks and
measures. A solution to this issue is provided by the job
sample approach (Biers and Sauer, 1983; Vreuls and Woolridge,
1977). The job sample approach allows for a reduction of all
possible measures to a smaller, representative set of
measurement candidates. If done in a systematic and
empirical manner, it can be a valid measure of performance.
For example, Biers and Sauer (1983) developed job sample
tests for armor crewmen and conducted a study which indicated
that the linear combinations of job sample test measures
accounted for a very high proportion of variability in past
armor crewmen success at Annual Qualifications.

Validity and Reliability

Reliable and valid measures of performance are necessary
to determine if trainees have acquired the skills intended
and to estimate the cost effectiveness of the training system
(Breidenbach, Ciavarelli, Sievers, and Lilienthal, 1986).
However, the literature review shows only isolated instances
where measurement's validity and reliability have been
determined.

If a test is reliable, it is consistent and stable
between measurements in a series. Inconsistencies in
measurement can often be attributed to variations in test
content or test situation, subject response variation,
variations in test administration, and variations in the
observation process. Studies have been conducted which point
to a low degree of agreement between raters of Army job
performance tests (Pickering and Anderson, 1976). Some of
the factors that are considered to be the main source of this
disagreement are: some performance measures appeared to be
interpreted differently as a function of specific unit
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs); the evaluation of
several performance measures was dependent on the examinee's
verbal report, which might lead to a situation of low
reliability; and some performance measures were ambiguous
statements which were open to the interpretation and bias of
the individual examiner.

Validity indicates the degree to which the test is
capable of achieving certain aims. Tests are used for
different purposes, each requiring a different type of
investigation to establish validity. Content validity (does
the content of the test sample the kinds of things about
which conclusions are to be drawn?); criterion-related
validity (does the test compare well with external variables
considered to be direct measures of the characteristic or
behavior in question?); construct validity (to what extent do
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certain explanatory concepts account for performance on the
test?) or face validity (does the instrument, or the face of
it, appear to measure what it claims to measure?) can be
determined via measurement validation. Measurement
validation requires substantial empirical data collection and
analysis, which is time consuming and costly (Vreuls and
Obermeyer, 1985) and as indicated by Breidenbach, et. al.
(1986), "a critical review of the literature shows that there
are far too many instances in which training PKA systems have
been hastily developed and applied" (p. 281). Thus
measurement validation is seldom performed.

Overall, the literature concludes that validity and
reliability can be raised by an improved test development
process (Kavanagh et al., 1986; Mirabella, 1978; US GAO,
1982; Vreuls and Woolridge, 1977;), a planned program of
measurement testing (Breidenbach et. al., 1986), and
provision of additional rater training (Fuller et al., 1980;
Havron and McFarling, 1979). Some examples of systems
developed to meet the need for a reliable and valid
measurement system are: (1) the Advanced Simulator for Pilot
Training (one of the first attempts to develop a
comprehensive, real-time measurement capability for a
research simulator) (Fuller et al., 1980); and (2) the
Tactical Aircrew Training System, which employs an air-to air
combat mission training PMA system (Allen et al., 1982).

Ouantitative Measures

As postulated by the Army Science Board's Summer Study
of 1985 and Mirabella (1978), quantitative data can provide
accurate assessment of training effectiveness or efficiency.
Quantitative data may also be easier to communicate and
utilize when providing feedback. This has been identified as
one of DoD's needs when training PMA feedback is involved
(Witmer and Burnside, 1982). It can also allow for improved
data collection and interpretation of performance data for
qualification and diagnosis (Allen et al., 1982). The
authors are aware of efforts to improve the collection of
performance data for later interpretation to support
diagnostic appraisals of training. The development of the
electronic clipboard, for example, will enhance the
collection, transmittal and use of more quantitative
performance measurement data.

As stated by Roscoe (cited in Vreuls and Woolridge,
1977), training PMA does not have to be automated to be
objective, reliable, and valid. However, the advantages of
automated data collection (Crawford and Brock, 1977; Mode and
Buletza, 1985; Simpson, Gutman and Jarosz, 1984; Vreuls and
Woolridge, 1977), automated performance measures (Breidenbach
and Brictson, 1981; Hawley and Dawdy, 1981; Obermeyer and
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Vreuls, 1974), and automated feedback to personnel in charge
of training (Simpson et al. 1984; Witmer and Burnside, 1982)
have been widely recognized. Automation can also result in
increased precision and reliability (Briggs, 1984).
Therefore, many systems have incorporated some type of
automation in their training PMA, data collection, and
feedback. Artificial Intelligence (Al) has been proposed as
a means to assess maintenance tasks (Richardson, 1983) by
incorporating a task analytic approach to develop, specify,
and sample specific and concrete training PMA. Shaket et al.
(1981) have proposed a rule-based, event-driven computer
model for the representation of small-unit combat engagements
and for subsequent evaluation.

Additional recommendations are provided based on the
problems encountered with SQTs and ARTEPs. The GAO (1985)
postulated among other things the need to use SQT assessments
as a diagnostic aid to improve training and that specific
tests should not be announced in advance. In order to
overcome major ARTEP weaknesses, Shaket et al. (1981)
recommend an evaluation system based on the ARTEP system that
is tutorial, portable, modular, and incrementally modifiable
and integrated. (One effort that holds the promise of
improving on the current ARTEP, and overcoming the weaknesses
cited by Shaket et al, is the Computerized ARTEP Production
System (CAPS). The conceptual framework of CAPS has been
formulated and, as this report is published, the Army is
preparing to implement the developmental phase of CAPS.)
Furthermore, Havron et al., present recommendations to
integrate new technologies into the ARTEP evaluation
component (e.g., engagement simulation, battalion simulation,
etc.).

A commonality is found in the recommendations and
alternatives presented in the literature. All stress how
important it is to define measurement concepts, data
processing concepts, and data interpretation concepts.
Havron and McFarling (1979) summarize this by indicating a
need for an integrated system of measures and criteria; the
allocation of functions for observation, judgment, and data
collection; the development of data analysis procedures; and
the development of procedures for feedback formulation and
utilization of results.

A proposed solution to the problem of conducting more
frequent readiness evaluations in the face of many resource
constraints is the use of -training devices instead of actual
equipment (Hopkins, 1975). Although Semple, Cotton and
Sullivan (cited in Vreuls and Obermayer, 1985) indicate that,
"Most existing automated human-system training PMA subsystems
are so poorly designed that they are useless," simulators can
provide benefits to training PMA. The use of simulators for
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training and for evaluating can result in increased precision
and increased reliability (Briggs, 1984), and provide
advantageous training features (Crawford and Brock, 1977).
Some of these features are: timely correction and guidance
of learners behaviors, instructional procedures which may be
modified as results indicate their effectiveness, early
awareness of the attainment of desired achievement levels,
and determination of skill acquisition rates (Briggs, 1984).
Unfortunately, subjective evaluation techniques and
unstandardized testing situations are common (Vreuls and
Obermayer, 1985). Briggs examined the Navy Stock Lists of
Training Devices and selected training devices which could
provide most valuable proficiency-related information.
Following this, interviews were held with training personnel
to find out what provisions existed for measuring performance
in the simulators. Overall, it was discovered that
instructors often did not know how to evaluate performance,
good performance tests were not available, and equipment used
for recording and evaluating performance was usually
inoperable.

DISCUSSION

Despite ongoing efforts to resolve the problems that
exist within the Army with regard to the measurement and
assessment of performance, the problems noted during the Army
Science Board's 1985 Summer Study prevail. This study has
captured research supporting that the Army has achieved
little, if any success at developing an integrated system for
measuring training performance and using the results to
improve the training of its individual and units.

Several specific problems were revealed during the
effort. There is still a great deal of reliance on
subjective measures of performance. Evaluators frequently
measure performance against standards which require the
evaluator to make judgments on the adequacy of performance.
There is a lack of quantitative performance management data
relating to training objectives, training strategies, and
training effectiveness. Performance measurement is process-
oriented rather than product- or performance-oriented.

The validity and reliability of the training PMA system
is likely questionable. The training process, particularly
in the Army, is characterized by a heavy emphasis on
performance measurement and relatively well-developed
criteria early in its development. However, as one gets
closer to the operational environment, there is less
measurement, and performance criteria becomes more complex
and harder to measure. Since the ultimate goal is to predict
operational performance, the more this problem is unresolved,
the less valid the measures are. Moreover, the lack of an
effective feedback loop between the units in the fields and
the proponent school perpetuates the training PMA problem.
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Future research efforts should be pursued to resolve the
problems mentioned above. As presented in this study, many
ongoing problems in the Army, Navy, and Air Force attempt to
resolve this lingering problem. Future research directions
should investigate means to more empirical data, better
analytic methods, and measurement standardization; assess the
accuracy of subjective feedback; and develop methods for
managing and utilizing feedback information. Emphasis should
be placed on the application of learning principles such as
knowledge of results and retention of learning
(retention/learning rates) to training PMA. Consideration of
such basic principles can result in both increased precision
and increased reliability.
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ACRONYMS

AFHRL Air Force Human Resource Laboratory
AI Artificial Intelligence
APM Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training
ARI Army Research Institute for the Behavioral

Sciences
ARTEP Army Training and Evaluation Plan
ASB-1985 Army Science Board 1985 Summer Study on Training

and Training Technology
CAPS Computerized ARTEP Production System
COTEAM Combat Operations Training Effectiveness Model
DOES Department of Evaluation and Standardization
DOTD Directorate of Training Doctrine
DTD Directorate of Training Development
DTIC Defense Technical Information Center
ERIC Educational Resources Information Center
GAO General Accounting Office
KDM Key Decision Maker
MOS Military Occupational Specialty
PMA Performance Measurement and Assessment
PM TRADE Project Manager for Training Devices
SM Soldier's Manual
SMCT Soldier Manual-Common Tasks
SQT Skill Qualification Test
TO&E Table of Organization and Equipment
TRADOC US Army Training and Doctrine Command
TPDC Training and Performance Data Center
TRASANA TRADOC Systems Analysis Agency
TEA Training Effectiveness Analysis
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GLOSSARY

Collective Training Training, either in institutions
TRADOC Cir 350-3 or units that prepares a group of

individuals (crews, teams, squads,
platoons, etc.) to accomplish
tasks required of the group as an
entity.

Criterion Referenced Test A test which measures what an
TRADOC Cir 350-3 individual must be able to do or

must know, in order to
successfully perform a task. An
individuals' test performance is
compared to an external criterion/
prespecified performance standard
which is derived from an analysis
of what is required to do a
particular task.

Individual Training Training which the individual
TRADOC Cir 350-3 officer, NCO, or enlisted person

receives in institutions, units or
by extension self-study, that
prepares the individual to perform
specified duties and tasks related
to the assigned MOS and duty
position.

Institutional Training Training, either individual or
TRADOC Cir 350-3 collective, conducted in schools

(Army, service school, USAR
school, NCO Academy, unit school)
or Army Training Centers.

Objectivity In testing, the degree to which a
TRADOC Cir 350-3 test is scored the same by two or

more scorers acting independently.

Performance Assessment The instructor synthesizes all
MIL-HDBK-220B performance measurement

information to assess trainee
performance. The performance
measures may be objective (e.g.,
machine generated information such
as number of target hits) or
subjective (e.g., information
gathered through the instructor
senses as proper communication
format used).
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Performance Measurement The scoring of trainee proficiency
MIL-HDBK-220B either subjectively (e.g.,

instructor opinion) or objectively
(e.g., automatic computer
measurement).

Process Task A task which consists of a series
TRADOC Cir 350-3 of steps resulting in the soldier

obtaining a single discrete
result. The task is evaluated by
observing the process and by
scoring each step or element as it
is performed in terms of sequence,
completeness, accuracy, or speed.
Examples are "put on the
protective mask" and "take oral
temperature."

Product Task A task which terminates in a
TRADOC Cir 350-3 discrete product or outcome which

is observable and measurable. The
task is evaluated by looking at
the product or outcome in terms of
completeness, accuracy, tolerance,
clarity, error or quantity.
"Repair the carburetor" could also
be an example of a product task.

Qualitative A term describing a performance
measurement standard that relies
on objective ratings or word
descriptions to determine adequacy
of performance.

Quantitative A term describing a performance
measurement standard that relies
on numbers to determine adequacy
of performance.

Reliability The degree to which a test
TRADOC Cir 350-3 instrument can be relied upon to

yield the same result upon
repeated administrations to the
same population.
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Soldier's Manual A manual that lists for the
TRADOC Cir 350-3 soldier those critical tasks

needed to perform satisfactorily
at his present skill level. In
addition, the SM tells the soldier
how to perform the tasks, the
expected conditions under which
they will be performed, and the
standards which must be met. The
SM is the basis for the tasks used
in the SQT.

Unit Training Training, individual or
BTMSRC 83-1 collective, conducted in a unit.
Validity The degree to which a test

measures what it purports to
measure (Handbook in Research and
Evaluation).
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APPtN: A

The following is an annotated bibliography of the literature reviewed. It
inclms jamnal articles, books, and tnical reports, notes, ard
publicatis from various goverrmnt/4O agencies and other organizations.

e informcti onrtaine in each abstract includes the sequene nm er
dooar±t ID mxber, date, title, author, corporate author, a sumary, and key
points. 2 Sequenoe N~ber refers to the location of the abstract in the
overall list. The literature citatiors are in alpabetical order by title.
7* Identification NUmber omtains the Arm Research Institute (or other
applicable agercy) technical report, note, or piblicatimn reference nuber, if
applicable, and the Defense Tedmical Information Center (DIMC) nuber for
accessing the publication. 7he Date is the publication date of the refererxe.
The Author is, generally, the writer of the publication, while the Corporate
Author is the organization, agerny, or journal with which the author is
affiliated. The mmmary is a brief description of the literature. The key
points are issues addressed by the publication which are germane to this
report. A list of key words and acronyms is provided on the next three pages
of this bibliography section. These key words are presented to provide a
cr ss-referne to related reports within the aziatted bibliography.
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REPCFC SEQUENCE NUD4ERS

32, 34, 37, 46, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 106, 123, 132, 144, 167

ASESErVICE

13, 14, 21, 22, 61, 78, 79, 114, 130

01, 02, 08, 11, 23, 35, 40, 51, 54, 61, 63, 84, 88, 89, 145, 158, 172

112, 140, 144

CO1ZBC=T TASKS

06, 15, 16, 26, 42, 51, 52, 55, 69, 70, 87, 96, 120, 122, 123, 131, 132, 143,
146, 153, 161, 162, 164, 165

07, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 39, 40, 53, 58, 71, 88, 108, 129, 157, 173

CRI=MHTW-RE C D

02, 13, 14, 34, 43, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 77, 89, 95, 107, 111, 145, 149, 164

MMCIION MKN

01, 09, 15, 16, 35, 50, 80, 82, 83, 109, 117, 119, 124, 147, 148, 152

03, 04, 21, 22, 24, 30, 33, 34, 37, 38, 43, 76, 78, 79, 81, 85, 86, 95, 97,
98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 105, 106, 110, 111, 113, 114, 115, 116, 118, 119,
120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 149, 154, 155, 156, 157,
158, 161, 162, 163, 165

EVAL.UMMC RATINGf

13, 14, 75, 76, 84, 98, 102, 103, 106, 114, 128, 132, 158, 161, 162, 165
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M C IZS (l tIn)

10, 19, 45, 62, 68, 78, 79, 84, 86, 87, 96, 116, 128, 132, 158, 161, 162, 165

49, 52, 54, 57, 59, 69

38, 134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 159, 167, 170

12, 13, 14, 27, 29, 30, 44, 76, 103, 106, 149

04

PEFRCE ANALYM

02, 03, 05, U1, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 26, 27, 31, 33, 34, 43, 52, 59, 64, 67,
68, 78, 79, 81, 85, 89, 90, 94, 101, 112, 114, 115, 116, 120, 123, 125, 126,
131, 142, 146, 149, 151, 153, 158

06, 08, 09, 10, 12, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 33, 34, 44'. 51,
52, 53, 54, 35, 57, 60, 63, 66, 71, 77, 78, 79, 85, 91, 93, 95, 96, -7, 98,
99, 101, 111, 112, 113, 115, 116, 118, 120, 121, 122, 123, 125, 129, 130, 131,
133, 1443, 144, 150, 158, 160, 163

PO3LICY MK AND CAPIURING

29, 65, 80, 82, 83, 109, 117, 119, 124, 147, 148, 152

44, 78, 79

44, 78, 79

25, 43, 48, 94, 95, 112, 142, 165
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21, 22, 32, 37, 45, 57, 91, 123, 132, 160
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17, 18, 19, 36, 47, 62, 66, 69, 71, 72, 73, 74, 88, 89, 90, 172

06, 1, 12, 41, 56, 64, 67, 78, 79, 85, 86, 87, 91, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101,
102, 103, 105, 106, 121, 143, 144, 153, 154, 155, 156, 159, 160, 163, 167,
170, 173

25, 48, 49, 75, 94, 106, 117, 133
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AF9 Aixr~ kOM
AFIRL Air &mr a mn Resources Laboratory
AAdjutant General's Office
AM American Instibte for Researc
BM Behaviorally Anobxed Rating Scales
an Behavioral Sciences Researdi Laboratory
CFV Cavalry Fitting Vehicle
C&GSC Coinand and General Staff College
CTEA Cost and Trainirn Effectiveness Analysis
GA General Acaxunting Office
HuwRO Hman Resourc Research Organization

I/I!I!CInterservice/Irdustry Training and
E ",t Conferene

ISD Instrtiwal Systm Deve1cent
NR Mcwledge of Results
MIMES Multiple Lted Laser Engagement

System
PM TRAEE Project Manager for Training Devices
RDI Return an Inves ntmm
SL Skil Level
TEC Training Extension Course
TRAMC Training and Dctrine Omuad
USAROUR United States Army Europe
UIse United States Marine Corps
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INq: 01
ID tuAbw': WC 72-C-0053-1; I-fM22 929
Dats: Nov 19?3
Title: Advanced Officer Tactics Training Device Needs and

Perfommwe rleomnr t Tedl"ique
Author: HammelI, T., 0mtow, C., i Pesch, R.
Corpoate Authm: oemI bpnm ics
Sumar: Rtteats to determine odanced tactics training device needs

for sub Imne off Icrs and to develop a tctviIque for the
measu-emint of tactical training performance.

Key Points: Icaoands coeputer-assisted perfwm eoumrmwt
techniques based on mathmatical -aporw systm
effectiveness (UE) model.

Seq: 02
ID IDAbr: ffi.-TM-79-57; >-RDOS S
Date: Aug I90
Title: Advan Simulator for Pilot Training: Design of Auto eated

Prforance nsureeent System
Author: Fuller, J., Nko W., 9 hwctin, E.

C te fAuthor: Operations Training Division - FHL
ummv: Describes current status of the automated performance

masurement sptm (ft) In the Advanced Simulator for Pilot
Training (RSPT). AM wo developed to meet the nd for an
objective pi lot msuremnt stem.

KeW Points: UN stm represents on of the first attats to develop a
COMpr'Iw ive, real-tIme measurment capabiIity for a
research simulator. Tokes critriot-referwoced apxocd to
measurement defini tion.

03
ID *Aber: Not Rvai lable
Dats: Oct 197?
Title: Rircrew Performance I'lasurement (paper presented at

P todctlvit Erwc t: Pwsonnel Per( orm'ce Assessment
in HNq System Siposluo, Son Diego, CA)

tuthor: Urls, D., IL Moolridge, L.
Cororate Author: Cwmpn Reswd Or , Inc.
So": Looks at Rircreo perform meosurement in toes of:

aircre environment, a approach to measurment development,
and future reseinch needs.

Key Points: Dtal led account of aircro perforia measurment.
n.. .. mm mInIA
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04
I0 Idrm: MAI-M -57-6; A1-W1 224
Dote: Wr 1W?
Title: Aialysis of Efficiency Ratings BSsed on 30-$ Cap of

ObseqDotion In a Combat Zone ard In the Zone of Interior
Author: riot Rpplicable
Corporate Autthor: AD Offic
Skmmar : Copres short-tere efficiency reports with long tam

efficency reprts to determine if an Inaree in the rudbw
of volutioIs increases the ruu of offics with overall
Efficiency I Wndl .

Key Points: ReCM-An we friluent eivluation.

Ieq: 05
ID ub : MIt-M-0-3; AD-Al50 149
Doat: Jan 195
Title: Analysis of TOM OunnerV Training
Author: flwc", J. L.
Corporate Author: Mal Ionics Systems Devlopment
&am r: Presnts description of current TOM gunnery training ad

discusses the Implicattora of an analUsis of this training
for Identify ing improvements and aItownatIves. Report
presents an attempt to evaluate training materials (lesson
pils, PIl'S).

Key Points: Romraeds malysis of training materials (P0I's and lesson
plar) and interviews aid observation of training.

Seq: 0
ID R aber: ARI-fI-77-21; FD-RG? 93g
Data: Sep 1q7
Title: Aatlytic Approach to Estimating the Oenalizabilil of To*

Crlw Performance
Author: soyco, 0. S., I Rose, A. RI.
Corpo te Author: FI
Summary: Attepts to Impove general izIII of gunnery tabIes

(training or testing exerises which def Ine A pW
for gumnery training &d tor* cr evlution).

Key Points: Perfo cluster analysis of performace objectives to
est blish commonality arid ganwalizabilit.
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eq: 07
10 Numbe: OiR-W-7?-19; FD-R7? 937
Dots: Nov1977
Title: Nolyqtic Training Effectiveness Anialysis for a CTER Up'date

Author:Finley, D. L., & Tremble, T. R.
Corpo Athor: FIR

Summay:lIoakw at two alternative training P-mepts to developing
organizational and opw ar maintenance training devices.

Key Points: Deives relative training effectiveness volums. Relative
Nlorth (IN) s Relative Effectiveness CRE)/Relative Cost CRC);
HE s Effect of Alternative/Ef fact of lOwe Case; RC a Cost of
Alterntive/Cost of 9Ms Case.

Seq: 00
ID Numbe: AI AN- 17I; )-A 128 070
Dat: ray 1961I
Title: Anialytical Mlodel for Developing Objective flaviwes of

AirCrew Profilciency with ?"ltlvalto Tim Sequnce Data.
Volume I

Athor: CorvillV, E., Johnson, P., &S9hipley, B. Jr
Cc* ot Author: Performance lleasuroment Associates

Summary:Presents theoretical investigation of aualytical methods for
deriving differential weighting functions frem pre-selected
samles to Suttivarlate, time sequenced obevtions of
alairew performance. Mlodel output Is a set of ieitings.

Key Points: To Improve flOE airore training prop , need better
quality data In the evaluation of aircrew prof lciency.
Reconinend use of fullyj instrumented training with greater
levels of detailI in performc measweent. Purports wse
of atomated model.

Seq: OS
1D Numer: m-"136 0
Date: Jo 1964
Title: Analy~tical Model of Leoming and Performance of Armor

Athor: Stid'aa, P. 9 ~a T.
Corporate fAthor: Decisions ad Designs, Inc.

SUMMWV:Documents development and features of a model to
investigate Issues regadIng the acquisition and retention
of complex l I tary ski I s.

Key Points: Decisions reg" Ing the managemet of training we mast
effective whe upported by, Information about the
effectiveness of different training options. However, this
proms Is gumeaI IV e~ensivo and fullI of sorious
methodological and practical problems.
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bc : 10
I0 Nuber: ARI-9f-4-52; M-138 22:2
Date: Feb 1984
Title: Antecedents and Cansequennes of Performace Feedack in an

0rganizational Setting
Author: Ilgon, 0., Fiuher, C., WInl, B., fltte, W. G Taylor, 3.
Corprato Author: Purdue /n i rsIty
smaryw: Major focus an critical role played by feedixk In work

environts. Research coristing of IIterature rvi an
performance feedack, development of Instrument to maur
femwIR, wid research of supervl sors' willngnes to
provide feed ck.

Key Points: Empaizes rol of feedback In the motivatlonal IroUs,
Individual differences, and different roles that supervisors
play.

Seq: 11
I Number: FRI I-l-13; - 127 050
Date: JUl 191
Title: Application of Rule-based Computer Model to the Evaluation

of Coebat Training: A Feasibility Stu y
tuthor: Slhket, E., Soleh, J. I Freew, A.
Corporate fAuthor: Prceptronics
Siama/: Exmines the feasibility of a rule-based, event cr ivan,

computer model for the representation of mall unit combat
engagements wnd for usequent performance evaluation.

Key Points: Ijor ARTEP wIda ass: no objective my to determine terminal
mission outcomes. Several tr"g stms overcom this
deficiency (SCOPES, RfE.TRilI and IlLIES). Evaluation systa
should be tutorial, portable, modular, IncrementalIly
modifiable, & interated.

Seq: 12
I0 Number: FIRI-TP-31; R-A075 410
Date: Jul 1979
Title: Applicatin of Tactical Engagement Simulation for Unit

Prof icaIw Meaueent
Author: Knerr, C. Ii., Root, A. T., & Wdrd, L. E.
Corporate Author: AI
SimBy: Reviews application of a taitical training syste clled

Tactical Engagement Siulation (ES). ES uaes objective
accurate assessment techniques and provides real istic
tactical training.

Key Points: Points out need to amare team and unit proficiency, the
lack of knowledge In this ea, and existing Woa combat
uni t performance measurement tomlqus shih depend largely
an judgmentl data. Presents relevnt literature.

I I I I I . .A-9



13
ID Rmbr: SiP 176-1U El
Date: na 194
Title: Foear Cream Jab Book 1108 19EO/20
Author: lot Appl liable
Corporate Author: US " Armar School
SLM": Used as on NCO training augmnt tool to rmd

demonstrmted prcfIclwi an soldier's mual (all aommonnd
110-specific) tasks for ihich the OL I or 2 soldier Is
re sponible. Provides space for spwvisor to rgeord go or
n-go md date.

Kay Points: Basic idea is good, but doubtful that it Is utilized with
my deg-s of effectiviess.

Seq: 14
ID hu*u: SiP 17-19K-.J.
Date: Sep 1984
Title: FAror Ceimwm Job Sook, OS 19KlO0/
Author: Not Applicable
Corporate Ruthor: US " Arma- dhiool
tWmy: UsedI U se an NCO training eaingmrit tool to record

damnstrated proficiency an soldir's mual (all c moand
NBS-speciflc) tasks for which the L I or 2 soldier Is
responsible. Provides spae for P4vIsar to record go or
no aid date.

K.y Points: Basle Idea Is good, but doubtful that It Is utilized with
any dog of effectivness.

Seq: 15
ID lH *w: AI-If-O4-64; A"-142 534
Date: Jun 1984
Title: f"ra Training In Camat Units. Final Rhport Uolum I1:

Training Products
Authc": Slpson, H., IcCollus, M., & Fuller, R.
Carpate Author: Ftriprm Sciences, Inc
SUNN : Methods developed to select aid prioritIze ear crew tasks,

aid to def ire the scope, conteit, aid methods to empIoy in
armor cre individual training.

Key Points: Points out unit wbl md recomends solutions.
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heq: 16
10 Huaber: Il--1210; S0-5 354
Ots: JiU 10M
Title: ftmor/AntI-Areor Tm Tactical Prormaem
Author: Scott, T. 0., fllIz, L. L., Hordj, 0. D.
Corporate uthor: Ml
9SUorV: Succssful units (rsinf ta pits) as opposed to

unsuccesssul units, re ch wacteized by sound tactical
pwrformance In planning the attack, initial depiogmnt, wme
of cowr md conceutmnt, aurvslanlce and wme of fl.repow.

Key Points: Ef flcIaenc (economiaol training) ma result by corctratlng
on missions reqiring satisfactory exeation of eldest
vaiety of coian skills.

Seq: 17
I Iuber: RI-Th442; Afi-015 454
Date: Jul 194
Title: ij laintemce Training and Evaluation Simulation Swtm

(AIlTESS) Device Evaluation: Vol I. &.wvie. of Study Effort
Author: Ukgw, K., SuzeV, R., Noys, R. & hirabello, A.
Corprate Author: SRI
Stan"l: Overvie of RMTES propam; This report is vol I of 3 volue

series. &twl=z quattitlve (transfer of training) and
qual itatIus (ur opinioIn) date oout 2 prototype devi ces.

Key Points: Objective of AIITESS: provide cost and training effective
mintwnionce simulators that am be easl IV adopted to a
variety of maintenance tasks cross a nmbr of flOSs.

Seq: 18
I NImbe: MI-PR-643; M-RI9 516
Date: Jul 1984
Title: Army Maintenmnce Training and Evaluation Simulation Systm

(0#1TE1 ) Device Evaluation: Uol II. Transfer of Training
ssss.of 2 Prototye Devices

Author: IhgW, K., 9mm, R., Hojs, A. & Ilirabella, A.
Croate Athor: SI

Transfer of training stud: students from svaI U owe
trained on convwentional method or I of 2 MI day les and
subsequently tasted on orational equipment.

Key Points: Comparison betm onnventional IV trained students and
device trained students Indicated statistically w feor
porforene bI 3011 of couentional ly trained students.
Transfer of training Index (E/C ratio) Indicated high level
of transfer in all cses.
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ID Itl: MI-411-Sg; -A146 237
Date: Oct 1"63
Title: Amy NIhntwno Training and Evaluation Ssta UMIES)

Device Developmnt and Features
Author: CIsmlI, E., Unge, K., homne, R. & Hap, R.
Corprote Author: rl
Sum"V: Overview of the development mnd testing of AI'ESS devices.

Bod an fMTESS documentation and data gotherd in
structured Intervlem of FMITES project participants'
opinions on specific features.

Kay Points: One of Investigated features s performance feedack. Most
interviewms fel t feedback given to student on student CRT
was good. Greatest problem with both devices (Cummn and
Sev I ieiAkrtak) was depandAbi I I ty. Doe-time plagued
dov Ie ealuotion.

sq:20
ID Hadw: Mi-Th-644; AO-159 51?
Oats: Jul 1994
Title: rj Nhintnance Training and Evaluation Systm (MTESS)

Device Evaluation
MhIior: Unger, K., Soze, R., Hays, A, M irabl la, A.

Corpoa te Author: SRl
--MV Students from several s wer trained to perform

maint u tasks by using one of 2 prototpe tng dev.
Opinion data was collected on the aequc and effectImss
of the dav Ies.

Key Points: Intervievees pointed out features they I Iked: request help
feature, feedback, bsence of Instructor, and procedural ized
self-paced lessons. Both devIces we composed of 4 maJor
componnts: student station, Instructor station, and 2 30
modules.

soq: 21ID ftlber: 3-167
DOats: hmd 1Ig92
Title: Atr Needs to Modify Its Systm for Ieasuring Individual

Soldier Performances
Author: Gnoral Accounting Office
Cororate Author: U.S. Gonerl Aiounting Office
Suawn: Report summaizes Genral Recounting Office's (ORD) concern

on the extent to which the Army's 9QTs mesure soldier
proficiica anid Identify Individual training needs.

Key Points: Cost Effectiveess of SOT development and administration is
questionable. S9T proga (in its design and
Implementation) does not mt ry's need to measure
individual proficiency In order to identify trrq needs.
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Seq: 22
10 11mber: A-11 WD
Dote: Sep 16
Title: Arsy's Initiotile to lprovs the Skill AiIflcation Test

Prop ft Not Achieve Promised Chang
fAuthor: *ral A unting Off ls
Corporate Author: U.S. ORD
Sumary: Fo Iow-on to " Nued to HadIfV its System for lmm -Ing

Indivldal Soldier Proficlncyo. Coplaint: nothing has
bew done to follow recomendations of original reprt.

Key Points: North finding out how mueh has been done or cid since
the original repot wes written.

Seq: 23
I Muiu: RFIL-TP-W-29; "133 9M2
Date: Sept 1903
Title: Artificial Intellmgence: An Analysis of Potential

Appi ications to Training, Porfasne 'leaem t and Job
Perforeance Aiding

Author: Richarden, J. J.
Caorate Author: Denver Pmerch institute
Sum J: Points out to ho. Al ould be used in the oea of

Pveoremnce ldsvrnment.
Key Points: Presents definition of perf. meas. roles. Use of Job task

proficlicy tests can cut d oan maintenance training
costs. Ntature of tasks could focilitate use of RI In
perforeance smoement.

Seq: 24
I0 btber: ARI-M-1195; DAOO 563
Dote: Aug 1978
Title: Assessment of the Naigation Performance of A Aviotcrs

Under hap-of-The Earth Conditions
Ajthor: Finebeg, Ht. L., Meister, D., & Forrell, J. P.
Corporate Author: ARI
Suary: Obtained epirical data on ho the HOE navigationul ski I

leveI of Mej eaIuators is affected bU pi lot experi ence and
different levels of training. OfInes baseline an pilot
navigation proficlenc and a methodology to memsue HOE
fl ight perforao.

Key Points: Concludes that all pilots need me HOE training.
Recammecne training should Im lze practical m elses
rother than stndwl lecture techniques.
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heq: 20
I Imbr: Not .i Ibl,
Dote: Not IAvailae
Title: Basle Fight Training: IntroductorV Training by Men of a

Simulator
futher: FahIor, F.
Cooate Athor: Psyfoloy Unit, Gman Army School
Summary: Study cmiduc-ted to set up a screning prop to distinguish

between fast and slow leaners. Concentrates an the jobsI le aiproadh (JM). JOS used with UW-1D simulator at
Ary Ailatlon Sdhool.

Keyj Points: Points out that arrnt aviator training methodologies r e
very traditional although tasks re becming more cmplex
due to high teh day. Nethodologies concentrate an basic
maneuvrs which am not Y" predictive of final outcomes.

Seq: 25
1D Numri : I1-TP-353; RD-A70 09
Date: ro 1279
Title: Battalion Command Gip Performance in Simulated Combat
Author: Kila, I., & Bob, H.
Corporat Athor: Rl
SLmWV: Describes the applicatin of the 11EP c1 group module

to mem~imt of command grip perforsonce In the Combined
Am Tactical Training Simulator (CRTTS).

Key Points: hlasirmet techniques developed In this project used to
provide feedback to command groups trained in CRTTS and to
Investigate training effectivuiess of battle simulations.
Parapraph and figures an RTEP - shat it's all about.

Seq: 27
ID Iubr: Not Aval loble
Date: 1965
Title: Behavloral Analysis md easurement Methods
Author: histar, D.
Corporate Author: fot vaai Ioble
Sumr: Good ompendiua of methods used to study work perforeance,

ranging free analytic methods used in system dvelapant to
obrvatIon, ratings, arvew, field meaumnt, self
reparts, md Intervims.

Key Points: Good source of Info on Delphi, Policy Capturing, and
Performance NMioamamt.
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1D Numbe: KU.A4G7 -A077 741

Title: KBRs Field Laboratory Studies in IHma Perforewic
Ex'perimentation.

Athor: *4pan, A., Stawf~erg, tJ. J.' t. hr*s, ,J. H.
Cor ot fAthor: KOM

9MUMV: Summizes progess In hum performance expeimetaton In
two on-going mark unilts within the Combat Roeardi Division:
%~mm Peforwioce Exprimentat ion In nlit oations mid

Dqmndale Performance In Moni tor Jobs.
Key Points: Attmts to d Iscavew Ww Iu pr In I plIes shIidi, hw app, leI d

COpwtionuiiy, willw~u the perforsance of Individuals
within the vtm.

Seq: 29
10 'Hb: Plot Awl able
Date: 1974
Title: Capturing Judgment Policies: A Field Study of Performanc

Appraisal
Autor:Taylor, fl., SWIlsted, W.

Corpoate fAthor: Riot Amailable
SumWWV:Compare mathemtical models of Judgment potlcy by

evaluating GM5 performance rqats duing a single rating
scale.

Key Points: Field study of performamc appraisal potlIcy of cadet rating
at U.S. Force A-am . Discusses potley captuirng
mppi Ications.

Seq: 30
1D 1umer: FIFfl.-71-74- 10 (Ut)
Onto: 1977
Title: Capturing Roator Policies for Poesing Evaluation Data
Athor: Zmdomk, 8. it Kafey, D.

Corporate Author: Organizational Bhavior IL Hmn Perform.
Skmmy: 1Invest Igates rator 's strategyj or poI Icy for assess Ing

Informtion an nine criterion eleomts for a ratee.
Utl I ze Jdment Analysis (JAP) procedure.

Key Points: Utilized JAN technique. Hypothetical bhavioral
dmscoriptiauw of nurses wer presented to 07 nursing
pm son I (raters).
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SYNOPSES

mq: 31
1D N~ume: RO-BOO 521
Date: Doc 1974
TI tie: Conat-Aed Crew Performonce Meurement Systm: Phase

I iIC Design Studies.

Author: Obermawm R., 1 UIls, D.
Corpoate Author: More Sstems Sciences, Inc.
sumary: Attempts to lopra training performace information by

providing a definition of Information and developing
methods for inas'rzvnt. Report deals with ways to
detelne features of syste that meets resarch needs
previous l reported.

Key Points: Haw to Improve training perforance Information. Based on
extensive research.

Seq: 32
ID lIbo: A-AI01 993
Data: Jut1 1979
Title: Combat Effective Training langoement Study
Author: Rose"Ilus, 0. E.
Corporate Author:
Sumary: Examines military training as a total suste composed of

fer major subsystm: recruiting and FEES, recuit
training, specialized ski I I training, and unit training.

Key Points: ODvvlew of Navy, Ara, Marine Corps, nd Air Force
training. Presents Information on use of SQT and I EP.

- - - - - - - -- - -I . .

Seq: 33
ID Nmber: ARI-R1-54-42; AG-B91 314
Date: Dec 154
Title: Cmbat Eff lclwqj Ratings based on 30-59 Day of Obswvation
Author: King, S. H.
Coporate Author: AD Office
Sumary: Attepts to detemine the degee of simi larit between short

ter (30-59 day) obseration reports of combat performance
and thoe based an O ds or me.

Key Points: Found no significant diffwmw betwemn 3D-% observation
aid Iongr period.
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Seq: 34
ID N : FII-TIh-393; AV-A7? M
Doate: Jul 179
Title: Combt Opration Training Effectiveness ialysis Model:

1079 Perspectlve
Author: Medlin, S. II.
Corlrate Author: FII
&umUWry: Developed a model for a criterion referenced system for

evaluation of unit tactical perforaws. Uses ART
evaluation stem as a starting point.

Key Points: flodel i--ovides: real istic simulated €cobt envirorment in
which objective perforimei data can be obtained, procedues
for defining stard , and tectn iques b Iich tng
deficiencies and tng/combat readiness can be assessed.
Presents RI eaknesses.

Seq: 35
ID Numbe: "164 798
Date: 7 Jure 18
Title: Command Informtion Requirements of the Airland Battlefield

(Moster's Thesis for US A CWSC)
Author: Sdmodw, J. R.
Corporate Author: 18C
S Imoj: RAnalyis of the critical Information r*quirements needed by

the Force Commandur to execute Rirland Battle doctrine.
Key Points: Review results of past efforts to IdentlfV decision make

ke Information neds. Points out that automation Is the
answer to providing timely and accurat Information to
co d. Looks at 85 key elements of information.

Seq: 38
ID Iumber: Not Available
Date: Not Available
Title: Comparison of Training Trarfer and Effectiveness Models
Author: KnrW, C. MI. & adier, L.
Corporate Author: FI

a:alys and compares training trarufer and effectiveness
mels on objectives, comnents, units of analysis,
metrics, aid development.

Key Points: lost of the models we prescriptive, rather than predictive
of effectiveness.
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beq: 37
i tuber: ARI-TI?-72-A2; AD-06 791
Date: June 1978
Title: Consideration of Arm Training Device Prof liency Assnent

Copabi I ties
Author: Sheinutt, J., Sol I I ie, R., S Dwcos, J.
Corp~ate Author: Litton Mlellonics
Sumr: Looks at selected Navy, Air Force I Coast Ouad progras to

illustrate g"eral trwgd in the use of simulators for
evaluat ion.

Key Points: Describes the A Training and Evaluation Syste. Although
it may be outdated, it provides a good description of what
SiTs and TEPs are aIl about.

Seq: 38
ID "umber: RI-frI-57-30; RD-S 1 508
Date: 157
Title: Construction of Achievement and Performance Tests
Author: Barkhouse, R., Bornstein, H., Bown, E., S Dubin, S.
Corporate Author: AG Office
Sumary: ii'Iual provides instructions for developent and use of

achievement tests.
Kei Points: Prepared for oilitary instructors in " schools and

training centers. Test developer is taken step by stop
through process of developing a test.

Seq: 39
ID Itbm: FI-TR-528; "i-A127 943
Date: Feb 1981
Title: Cost and Inforation Effectiveness Analysis (CIER): A

flethodology for Evaluating a Training Device Operational
Readiness Assessment CWpability

Author: HawIley, J., & Daidy, E.
Corporate Author: Aplied Science Associates, inc.
Ss Presents proble encountered in the development of
Key Points: Appl ication to training devices, I.e. deciding betsen

design options. To maintain high level of coebat readiness
ther mut be frequent evaluations of indlv. md unit
proficiency aid a mean of quickiy diogiosing and
redilating performace prblei.
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Seq: 40
ID Kttb: ARI-W4P-l; AD-0101
Date: July 1210
Title: Cost and Training Effectveness lsiis (CTER) Perforaioce

Guide
Author: Mlatlick, A., Dii9rw, 0., M .owm, I.
Crpo At uthor: Litton l lonics
$Uma"~: Provides procedural guid- e to Cost mid Training

Effectivss Analysis CCTER).
Key Points: Method for easuring and assessing cost/effectivnss of

Arm trng ystems. Provides detdled rwiw of TEE (Trng
Efficiency Estimation Model ), DIUR Oun, Fralgow Took
Method, md TMINUICE Pt TlEE.

S~q: 41
I D eber: FO-017 722
Date: Sep 19
Title: CoAurse Outline: Instruction for Unit TraIrws in Nn to

Cotauct Performance Training
Author: Osborn, W. C., Ford, J. P., & Noon, H. L.

rporate Author:
Swary : Detailed outl In for a twnhour block of Instructlon

designed to teach off I cas an COs has to Me Oid
conduct perfrm ice-orInted training in their units.

Key Points: Emphasis on perform'nce-a lanted training.

Seq: 42
ID Iumber: flf1-221; R-A127 221
Date: Jon 192
Title: Crew Performance Requiresents for Emerging fmor leopon

Syttm: Studies of Cri Size md Methods of Forecating
Human Factors

Author: Compbell, R., TaUlor, E., & Cbmpiell, C.
Corporate Ruthor: Im0
Sumnry: Emphasizes Army's eajor goals: readiness, 'dwnization, md

susta Inabl I I ty. Reports two studies pertaining to
eopor required to opuate I Ight wisght rmor combat
vhicles and methods of fra ting performance
rewirements.

KeU Points: Lack of good performce data uedwined the .ewdi mid led
to a rel lance on questionnaire data. Prvmnts Operational
Sequence A' alysis (OSR).
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Seq: 43
I Nube: MI-4.-1 ; 0-19 7
Dats: Jn 185
Title: Criterion Puforewcme Imasures for NI Tak Drivru Tests
Author: Iukrrahs, S. L.
Corporate Author: Mil

: ProvIdes arltrion performnce meaures for rel lble tests
of ,n-procedavl I1 tank driver skIlls that could serve as
stds for tiok drlver simulator training. Study com es
perforomce scores of ll twrk drivers to novice €riqs
perforemce scores.

Key Points: Based on remitts, concludes that crlterion-basd tests we
potentially reliable quantitative Irwtr.umnts for measuring
performicm.

Seq: 44
ID Iumwr: MI-Wft-75-9; FD-M7 7B7
Date: Aug 1975
Title: Crltarloa Perfao Neasures of LedwshIp and Un it

Effectlveness In bail Cobat Units.
Author: DeO", 1. 0., Duffy, P. J., &Shiflett, 8.
Crporate Author: RAI
SUOR ry: othes evaluative data on the processes and outcomes of

field training exercIses from detachtwt ars and three
sources mxternal to the detachment.

Key Points: Factor nalysis Indicated major differne as that the
externll sources viewed prfareuce as multi-diwsional and
the detachent limbers viewed performance as
uni-diewnslonal.

Seq: 45
ID ftsber: ARI-W1193; F=O- S 664
Date: Fab 197
Title: Criterion -efwwced Job Prof iclic Testing: A Lge Scale

Appl icatlon
Author: ler, N1. H., % Hirshfeid, S. F.
Corporate Author: ARI
Sumary: 9QTs content must be based on systmatic aalysis of job

requiramnts. Feeback loop mut be made to training
mwqs, psmI mnag;Ws and researc pewml.

Key Points: Discusses the SQT program, Its principles of test
construction, aid the benefits expected in Its utilIzation.
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Umq: 46
I biW': AlIN$47-21; RD-O77 M
Title: Critwieon-Asficed IMm A i to Evaluation of C~olat

Uibts
Author: lirabel lo, A.
Corporate Author: MI

SUMM":Proposes development of ade@*ato swtm of evaluation that
loaks like the ongagmwnt simulation test bed. StresNs
Importance of defining measuremnt concopts, data prosing
concepts, and data intwpretation concepts.

Key Points: One of the phi losophical prob lems of RTEP is that it does
not adequately distinguish between evaluation for training
diagniois and evaluation for acountabilityj.

Seq: 47
I labe: MAI-TP-305; AD-61 569
Date: Aug 176
Title: Criterin efuwened Testing: A Critical Analysis of

Selected Mtodels
Author: Steinheiser, F. H., S Epstein, K. I.
Corporate Author: Itarland Univ
OAWYll: wlRevIews following models: Block, Crehan, Earick, Dayton G

hareu , KriealI i li I low (binomial), Novick (Cawesian),
Rasdh (logistic), and classical regrion.

Key Points: Problems: 1) con Ance between C T performce and
real-world requirments 2) statistical Infernces oppi led to
observed scores.
-- -- - --% ------

-  
=XHO MU _

Ieq: ,46
ID Nu : I-I-75-11; RD-AVO 799
DOate: De 1921M
Title: CritaorIaref wwed Testing: A Discussion of Theory and

Practice in the Rey
Author: SweM, A. M., Pe lstein A. B., & Ton, M. H.
Colpoate Author: MI

a: Reviews literature an cr1tailon-refrenced testing (CRT) and
the status of criteion-refw test construction and
application. Presents manual for developing CRTs.

Key Points: Discusses approprioteness and contrvery of epirioal
estilmatiors of CAT reliobil Ity and validity. Presents
detai led review of CAT theory and appl icatior.
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&q: 49
10 *Aber: RRlV447; FI-M9 662
Dote: io 1960
Ti tie: Cross-'Jaiidation of Predictor Equantions for Newo Crewman

Perf ormance
Author: naitiumid, A., Eaton, M., & Neff, J.
Corporate Author: FIRl
Wmoor: Cross-val idatlon of crmo rwan~w performaonce predictor

equations. Use FISM sibtest scomresm predictor mesres.
Attmpt to. determine If these predictors wauid

crs-aI date to a nee, iargw sompie of areor trainees.
Key Points: Prod Ictors owe found to be vaI Id for drI e and

guavw/Iloodw perform at &Wd of training and successful
In most portions of the criterion measues for forer
trainees who wme retested. Mlixed reuts owe obtained eith

_ _ _W exwI cre.

Seq: s
1D l*Aber: R-A I11 381
Data: Nov 1901
Title: Decision hlng: Fi lnterdisclpl rnrV inquiry
Author: I.Igson, S.
Corporate Author: Organizational Effectivess Amfefc

SWUMV:Contains allI pqws and comwntories presented at conference
of decision eaking hold In March 12161.

Key Points: Presents some relevant papw on decision &kIng. Focuses
on decision ekling theories.

Seq: 51
ID Nuebe: RRI-RI-1324; "-113 793
Date: Apr11 1981
Title: Description of the RRl Crew Performarce Mlodel
Author: Swim, R., Cr~fley, L., & Coke, J.
Corporate Author: FIl

Summary:Computer-bosed model to simulate the speed of performance
of arews varyjing In size and/or tomk assilmw ts.
Performance mesurements used to evaluate the sped and
relative efficiency of crews varying in size or structure.

KoV Points: Computer-bsed performance model.
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Se: 52
I0 lHdmb: OI-A0..1-11; W-etA 12 S
Date: SOp IWo
Title: Digni and Development of Diagnostic Measues for Arm

Crewman Performance - XMI
Autho: Campbell, I. C.
Corporate Author:
SapW: Develop diagnostic measures of individual and a drills

reqjlred In perforance of XMI gunney.
Key Points: Presents exmples of appi icatlons of system perforarce

measure concipt. Provides Individual ed am evaluation

Seq: 53
ID Nuber: AlI-R-2-13; FO-AI27 062
Date: Ar i I lg01
Title: Devlop and Evaluate Mew Training and Peforei Systms

for laintenance Job Evaluation: Findings, Plans, and
Examples

AutIh: Harper, U., & Outman, J.
Corporate Author: RNACWA Sciences
Summry: IDescribes final yeor of a three-yea project to develop,

implement, and evaluate an Ary aintenance Peformance
Sytm ("PS).

Key Points: Provides specific eaintenance related performance meas res.
Presents Return on Investment (1Ol) $ figure end results of
new training and perforance system.

Seq: 54
ID Number: TEC-9-0-0105-1; W-0105 224
Date: June 1981
Title: Development of the Automated Performance Assesient nid

Rmeldial Training System (lFTS): A Landing Signal Offieer
Training Aid.

Author: Bridad, S., & Brictson, C.
Corporate Author: Dunlop and Associates

ammry: Describes developwnt of AMTS, an automated training aid
designed to assist the Landing Signal Officer (LSO) in
training pilots on carrier landing tasks.

Key Points: Attept to optimize siuIlator utilization based on
performance masiement. Appl les automated and Integated
training appr to improve night arier landing through
me effective utilization of training devices.
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Sect:

I0 Nuber: RAI-M-P4-143; W-6150 09
DOte: Dec 104
Title: Developing a Field frtilery Training Systm Based on

Devices and SlmIlations: Definition of the Oaviu'y Team
Trainm

Author: Bihop, E. W., Bloom, A. F., I Hamilton, J. U.
Corporate Author: unlaop and Rnoclats East, Inc.
Sumary : Development of a cancmpt and functional descrption of the

Gunnr Tom Trainr (OTT)
Ke Points: Revise of Field A trng devices indicated they a"

designed to provide practice but with little, if an,
definition of the task to be lemned or of how to measure
trng success. OTT provides this. Meant to be used as a
readiness mnuring device.

Seq: 56
ID tmber: FRI-t-4- 137; AD-A150 355
Date: Dec 1984
Title: Developing a Field Artillery Training Systm Based on

Devices wwd Simulations: Evaluation of Training Devices &
Simulations

Atuthor: Bishop, E. W., Blocm, A., I Howilton, J.
Corporate Author: Dunlop & Assoc. East, Inc.
Sumary: Program to develop the deswriptian of a systs for unit

level training In the field artillery. Special
consideration given to the use of training devices and
simulationso

Key Points: Locks at existing and plarwad FA training technology, e.g.
firing battery trainer (FBT), battry computer system
intrface training simulator, IIlLES, aid FIST/PO Interactive
video disk trainer.

Seq: 57
ID Ih.ber: FAI-Rl-2-22; RI-27 077
Oate: no IgO
Title: Developent md Evaluation of a OwwlIzable Job

Prof icin=cyMj atrix (OJPt)
Author: Haron, T., Oats, A., Johnson, C, Hishfield, J, & Uateig,

R.
Corporate Author: Personnel Decisions Research Institute

OJPl identifies commonalities among tasks within and across
MOSs based on behavioral content. It is used to develop
prioritized task lists, identi fy performance eeaurms for
critical tasks, and Identify comon behavioral elements
across tasks.

Key Points: Can be appI led to and facilitote the developmnt of SQTs.
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eq:
ID Numbe: -A133 160
Date: Mm d 1982
Title: Developmnt and Field Trial of a Systa for Evaluating the

Effectiveness and Ef fialenc of a Training Pop
Author: litwr, B., 1 Krlstlwsen, 0.
Carporate Author: RI, Fort Knox Field Unit
SimarV: Describes the development and field trial of the Training

Plan Evaluation which Identifies speciflc training progm
deficiencies and rcomanmxfd coures of action. Report
assesses the se of the TlE In evaluating transltion
training from 110 to I1.

Key Points: Assesses se of TIE in evaluating truwItIon from 1150 to II
during OT-Itl. Presents process (fores) used In training
effectiveness study.

Seq:
ID Numbe: AI-T-79-4; R-fAM 431
Date: M IMrg
Title: Development and Implesentation of a performance based

training evaluation system for the cmbat a
Author: Sialek, H. It., & Be-rm, N.
Corporate Author: fMII
Suimary: Describes 3rd yea effort of a thre yer project to develop

a system for providing Individual skill training In an
Infantry unit.

Key Points: Employs 6 design principles: tMg is performance-or Iented;
individual ized; decentralized; re0rda kept by imediate
supervisor; pit and sqd Idrs Identify and rccesend trng;
reqjires formal qual ity control.

Seql: 60
I Number: FiRl.-fI42-30; ND-f30 246
Date: Jun 1 2
Title: Developent of a tethodology for Canducting Training

Effectiveness Evaluation of Air Defense Training, and
Abstract of TEE Related Literature

Author: O.Fi , A., Rolnick, S., I Lrsiri, J.
Corporate Author: Calspon Carp.
Sumie": Describes duvelopmt of a stm for conducting IN on Arm

AD training and abstracts of TEE related Iiterature.
Key Points: Literature review points out same relevant articles.
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1D l~ebr R!"T-64 m 162 031
Date: Dec1085
Title: Developmmt of a copter-managed readine- ss sessmenit

Author: Thode, U., 6 Obs.za P.
Corporate Author: U
Sumary: Effort conducted to develop a readiness training assesment

wptem for fleet air remo squadcn two (W*2) to provide
awwrate, t Ime I V, and of f I cuI t asesments of the
operational readinss of afrrw persorie1.

Key Points: Pi-esents readiness training siptems consisting of: 1) matrix
of allI events that af fect readiness, 2) computer-managed
sjptes to enter, process, store, and produce readiness
reports, and 3) readiness training manual.

Seq: 6
10 tmdwabuR M -1-2; W-A 12 143
Date: De 131
Title: Devel opment of a User's Ou Idebook for TARM ICE I I
Author: buezey, A., a Evans, A.
Corprate Author: SRI

&me":Documents effort to devlop user's guidebook for the
appIIctI an of a transfer of tra In Ing modeI (TARI "VI CE I I.
I'odel designed to provide a framewok for estimating the
effectiveness of training devices.

Keya Points: Training devices an be speciflial designed to provide
Instructional benef Its such as Imdiate feedback,
re I nforcint for correct reswo"se measurment of
aci evement and o ther pos It Ive features I n comp Iex sk ilIl
learning uwironment.

Seq: 5
1 D 11umer: AR14--1264; A-A 115 69
Date: Jun 1975
Title: Devlopment of CRI Performance raemires: Tacf ire Tactical

ata Sufte
Author: Hoyt, U. 0., Butler, A. K., IL Lwaxg, P.
Corporate Author: iflk

Swimay: Sumarizes developuent of CRl performance measures in the
aroo of TACFIRE tactical data stystem. Propose amcowe
consists of Indepondent modular blocks of Instruction and 10
performance based module pror- and post-tests.

Key Points: Attmt to Impemnt CRl performance meas.
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64
10 Numbe: mlR-MI-79-lO0; A-AMS 242
Dots: "M "M~
TI tie: Develaomet of Unit Training aid Evaluation Technilques for

Cobat-fleady Heliceopter Pilots
mother: Long, 0. E., Aliley, C. D., 9 Hwd*wgu , R. L.
Corpwote Auithor: Canyomn Anewed Grow Inc

9uneary:TIE procedures at: be adaptable to critical tng reqlts. at
a specifle time; be f lexible; have side appii leaiIItyj;
require min. of support; provide trig of opr/taiks unique to
paticular combat enir.; relate to ultimate detorminu'its of
m IssIoan ucess.

KyPoints: Require 'self-contained' modules; need not be standardized;
at provide guiduoe; addeiss only cokrt reqts.; may servwe

as partial solution; stress critical tooks e/ greatast
comanal IIty.

Seq: 55
1D Number: Not AwlllIe
Date: hay IMO
Title: FA itonhl Evaluation In the "lie Policy Setting
Auithor: Pincu, J., Berryman, S., Olerma, T., Hill1, P. , 1,

Hc~sugh IIn, 91.
Corporte Author: MHOE Corporan
simary: Essays rei eIdng methods that a"~s pcI icymake's

jesedlate concerns. Also provides views on the cu~rrent
State rof Ppi evaluation In the federal education systm.

Key Points: Prdcessor to Delphi technique.

Seal: 66
10Number: Not Awl lale
Date: Not Awl lble
Title: Effectiveness of the C-130 Meapon Systm Trainer for'

Tactical Airue Training
Author: HUI In" u, R. , IL Rockway, 11.
Carporate Athor: Not Ral fale

Sundry: Trmifmr of training studyj from C-130 MST to aircraft during
110T & E

Key Points: Adkse C-130 Meaon Systn Trainer's purforem
mesues
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114: 67
ID Number: lli-WlO-22; 1-A26 345
Onte: Oct 1979
Title: Effects of Leader TroitIon a Unit Performance: An

Evaluation of the COI MIN Trasltion Ouide
Author: NI ler, A. L.
Corporate Author: HIM
9Emxry: Exmines effectivmness of a pop of structured Interviwms

(COIITNIlf) with battalion resource personel in facilitating
tr wnition in rom d at the company level.

Kqj Points: No dlfferences found between commando 'ho received
CIIT AIN pr and those who did not.

Seq: Go
I luber: Fl-M94-99; A-A138 254
Date: Fab 1964
Title: Effects of Perforvare Feedadk in Orgnizational Setting
Author: liger, D., Digon, B., Mlattee, M., Fisher, C., I Taylor, S.
Caoro t Author: Purdue Un I vrsity
Smmary: Inetigates model of perforaice feedback which describes

the effects of various dlmnsior of feedback on
pslcho 109c1l prce I0snd l ulor.

Key Points: Points out relationship between actual fmdlack and
percptios of feedback.

-m m nu n a== uuu.-

Seq: 69
I limber: RI-TR-405; AD-AIO0 974
Dato: Aug 190
Title: Effects of Repeated Engogemmnt Simulation Exercises on

Individual nd Collective Perforance.
Author: Sulzn, R. H.
Corpor t Author: FRI
summary: Research conducted to measure individual and tactical

performance in a series of simulation exercises.
Kmj Points: Results Indicate that collective tactical performance is

Ipred by peated wigamnt simulation exercises.
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eq:70
I0 ItM: ARI--1312; AD-A 109 700
Dats: Jun I9
Title: Emplacing, Firing, and rmrch Ordring on HIOAI Now1itzer:

Tak and Task TImes
Author; Coke, J. S., Crum Imi, L. H., & Scmalia, R. C.
C te Author: Mi
9ummrV: Based on research conducted to determine the effects of

contirnoAs operations an the prforce of crews as they
operate won systems. Looks at CO model developed to
simulate the effects on perforeance of crm size task
assiqwamt arid fatigue.

Key Points: Purpose of rese ch: to develop a I Ibrr V of tasks
performed by I11OgA1 howl tzer crows.

Seq: 71
ID Number: Not Aailable
Data: riot Aval lable
Title: Evaluating Training Systems
Author: Rose, A. M.
Corporate Author: AIR
Sumaryi: Looks at training device (TO) effectiveuess. Points out

that too much mhsis is placed an transfer of trng.
Advocates looking at total training time cost and effort.

Key Points: Suggests that TOs cannot be fully evaluated unless entire -......
progr Is evaluated. Must conuldr sit criterion of
effectiveness a1ll be and hoe to measure it. Also mut
consider content of forecasting method (what variales
influence effectiveness).

Seq: 72
I I*.br: ADi- 1-70-G; F0A7 909
Date: July 190
Title: Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Training Devices:

Literatur. Review ard Prelimiinary Nodel
uthor: Wlimaton, 0., Rose, A., I Fingeretn, P.

Carote Author: AIR
Woe": Presets a prol iminary model for the prediction of transfor

of training. Presents extensive and detailed surveU of
training effectiveness models ard methods.

Key Points: Extensive review of training device effectiveness studies.
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Seq: 73
ID Number: I-1-4 -16; FD-F7 SI
Date: JuI y 1916
Title: Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Training Devices:

EIaboration ard OppI ication of the Predictive MadmI
Auithor: Wheaton, 0. R., Fingerma, P., Rose, A., & Leoard, R.
Carlate Author: AIR
Sumay: Presents prel Iminary mrk in devloping and evaluatling a

model which can be used to predict id evaluate the
effectiveness of training devices. Emphasis placed on
transfer of training as standard of effectives.

Key Points: Presents predictive model which aoers to certain
principles based on type of task to be trained. Looks at
stimulus, response, and feedback. Suggested feedback: KOR,
reinforcement, autoeatic system perfor* feedback, etc.

Seq: 74
ID Lumbet: OR I-TR-76-; R-RM 911
Date: Oct 1976
Title: Evaluation of the Effectiveness of Training Devices:

Val dation of a Predictive Mlodel
Author: lheaton, 0. R., Rose, A. M., & Fingerewi, P. W.
Corporote Author: American Inituter for Research
Sumary: Describes effort to develop and val idate a trafor of

training model used to predict effectiveness of- Arw-
tralning devices.

Key Points: Preliminry trwwfer of training model which deals with 3
major classes of variables: appropriateness (e.g.,
similarity, criticality, commonality); efficiency (learning
deficit and training principles and techniques); and
effectiveness.

Seq:
ID Number: IR-79 I; R-4 635
Date: Mar 19"9
Title: Evaluator Attitudes Tomwd T-TOE and H-TOE Unit Structures

in the Maneuver Battal ion Phase of the Restructuring of the
Heav Division Test

Author: Seutz, E. R., & Rctkinson, T. R.
Coporate Author: lRI
Summary: Determine extent to which pretest (pre-trll) attitudes of

evaluators affected their ratings of the normal TOE (table
of organization and equipment) structures which wme tested
in the weivr Phase of the test.

Key Points: Rid to determine validi tof evaluator ratings.
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Seq: 76
ID i*bW: RI-T-436; FD-S 254
Oate: ir IO
Title: Evaluator Rating of Unit Perfareance In Field Exercises: A

1ultinsional scaling analysis
Author: fledl in, S. M., & Thompson, P.
Corporate Author: Mi
Sumary: Applies statistical ImalWis tedhniq s to expert Judgments

to explore systmatic methods to Incorpoato expert mlIItary
opinion into evaluation procedaes.

Key Points: Used multi-dimvsional scaling techniques to deteine how
mn dimenions the judges used to evaluate unit
perfornce. Results Indicated judges use only three
dimensions aid dominant dimension Is qualitU of ouweall
per ferment.

Seq: 7?
ID kimbe: Hot Avai lable
Date: Not Av lable
Title: Examining the Link Between Training Evaluation mod Job

Perforewce Criterion Dsvelgemt
Author: Hedge, J., Ballmitine, R., & Oculd, B.
Corporate Author: AFI4L IP Division

Points out that most research Is focused on predictor
development - not n criterion development. Air Fore
communltU needo to spend we tin In developing and
utilizing critarion menaes. Looks at AILs attempt to
oeome this.

Key Points: Attempts to ovecome lack of criterion mawies by eiploying
a variety of measwment techniques: Ualkthro4gh
Performance Testing, task ratings, dimensional ratings,
global ratings, ard Air Frca wide ratings.

Seq: 78
ID Kober: O1l-11-77-4; F-AO= 925
Date: Oec 77
Title: Expert Infantryman Squad aid Platoon Evaluation CEISPE) I

Concmpt: Evaluation md Observations
Author: Strasel, H. C., Ryan, T. 0., & Mord, L.
Corporate Author: lRI
Summary: 8th Inf Div's attept to eta focs from memo of

sequential processes to real istic perforance. Feedack and
post-test training period should be Incorporated.

Key Points: Evaluation checklists should be aimed at objective terminal
pefremce not Just evaluations of Woces leading to that
perf orm c.
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ID faber: FII0-77- ; O-0 028
Date: Sp 1977
Title: Expert Infantran Squa md Platoon Evaluation (EISPE) II

Conmpt, Report of Execise bservationr
Author: R6,a T. 0.
Corporate Author: RAI
S : Tactical ral In aanguaes of test.
Key Points: To win use as training vehicle, there should be a repeat

of portions not perfored satisfactorIy first time throug.

seq: 9o
ID Humber: ot lual lable
Date: Not Al lable
Title: Facilitating aid Hinderlng Factors In leplmentIng

ftIagulal Technology: A Socio-Techn Ical System Proces
Author: Soles, E.
Corporate Author: Hot Ali lable
Suemlm-y: Study designed to discover through exmination of

decislon-md ing procses of agers what factors
facilitate or hlndW tie Implementation of hmn resour es
inogimt teinologies.

Key Points: Applioation of policy capturing tedhiques.

Seq: St
ID tt, .e: 11IF-1050; G-WIt 794
Dote: Oct 1960
Title: Factor AnalUsis of Aviation Training Measures and Post

Training Performnce Evaluations
Author: Booth, R. F., & Berhlire, J. R.
Corporate Author: Hawl A edical Institute
summ": Study oonuacted to determine whether factors (previously

identified In "factor structure* of naal air training
w'iables) we r'epreswted in training recaew of another

pilot smple. Also relates factors to pwformance after
7mlJatlon from training.

Key Points: Applicaticn of factor analysis to performance evaluations.
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1D Wr: Not Rv fable
Date: FO 1976
Title: Factors Affecting Dvesea Sucess In Industry (Pis

presemted at Society of Intr itural Edction, Training,
wd Resewd)

Author: a se1, P. Jr., & Dickinson, T.
Corporate Futhor: Not A ilable
Summ": Describes decision making procedura that cm be used in

cross-,cultural selection.
Key Points: Utilizes policy capturing to Idntify Importnt dimensions

of overseas success.

Seq: 83
ID " : ot Avilable
Date: Not Available
Title: Factors Affecting the Selection of Rericn onogera for

Overseas Ass ignent
Athor: Russel, P. & Dickinson, T.

Cor oate Author: Not Aii lable
Described and oppI led a six-stp aproaod to model and studN
strategies in acking overseas selection decisions.

Key Points: Utilizes policy capturing to Wderstanid decision making
strategies.

Seq: 84
1D I*.er F-IR -1351; AD-R13e 335
Date: Aug 1982
Title: Feedback Heeds of Training Developers and Evaluators
Author: 1itmer, I. 0., 9 81ris ide, B. L.
Cor t uthor: ARI Fort Knox Field Unit
9umsr": Report suggests feedback presently owl lable to training

developers Is locking In both specificity and obJectlvity.
Key Points: Need : bette coordination between DD and OES, more DID

contacts with field, more emphasis on lnds-and
objective testing, mid of developing c'aputer-tsed data
amis is aid techniques to handIle feedback. Presents list
of ovaI labia feedback.
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eq: 05
I0 limber: AMI-TR-7-4; AD-0 339
Date: Fab 1978
Title: Field Mleasuremnt and Data Collection System for Engagemnt

Simulation Field Exercises.
Author: O'Hern, M. K., Howell, U. Y., I Frazier, T. 1.
Corpate Author: Uehaviral Technology Consultants, Inc
Stmm/ : Describes six systems for locating vehicle positions, in

terms of requlreets for angagnmt simulation data
analysis and in tares of usefulness.

Key Points: Engagement simulation techniques now being used to train
&u combat units requlre better instrumentation and methods
to gather accurate data for unit evaluation.

Seq: 96
ID 1*ber: Ml-I-1323; W-134 388
Date: Ag 1o1
Title: Field Perforeance Feedback: A Problem Revlew
Author: Burnside, B. L.
Corporate Author: ARI
Summry: lalnly addk ses externl feeoack system (flow of

information from field units to Army Centers/Schools).
Points to existing record available at battallion level.

Key Points: Looks at feedxdw loop from units to " Centers/Schools.
Looks at WW and SQT. flakes re'omuidations on what
type of feedback should be provided.

Seq: 87
ID Number: MRI-TR-524; )-AI129 479
Date: may 1981
Title: Field Surveu of Current Practices and Problems in Aray Unit

Training with Implications for Fielding and Training with
MILES

Author: Oral, C., Clovis, E., Muller, T. & Cunningham, R.
Corporate Author: Prceptronics
Summay: Survey of CONSIS active Infantry and areor divisions

conducted to 1) deteroine how they manage, prepoe, and
conduct unit tactical training and 2) find out w

R.TFIIN/SCOPES has not been moe widely used.
Key Points: Interviews and questionnaires on: acceptance of

RFLTMINRSC training methods, expectations and concerns
re: MILES, practices and prlIs in unit training
mangment, etc. Info has served as Input to planing
fira I-wle MILES implementation.
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&q: U
I0 Mabor: il-TR-GO; A-AI59 576
Onto: Jun 1965
Title: Forecasting Device Effectivuss: Vol I. Issues
Author: Rose, A., Watn, 0., 1 Yates, L.
Corporate Author: American Institute for Reseech
Simary: Disceusse a ube of issues that bow on the developmt of

foraIl alytic methods for predicting the potential
effectveness of alterttive training devices.

KM Points: Oiscusiaon covers theoretical, practical and methodological
Issues uncovered dring review of the literatue.

Seq: eg
I0 Niber: RI-P-5-2
Date: June 19
Title: Frectsting DevIce Effectiveness: UIoIme II. Prvcedwes
Author: Rose, A., Ihmaton, 6., & Yates, L.
Corporate Author: Not Ai lable
Sumary: Presents interactive oeu-driven, coputer-based model

wich device designer con use to determine alternative
designs. Looks at feu criterion constructs of device
effect.: trng problem, cluisition effectiveness, transfer
problem, trng efficiency.

Key Points: Training problem construct: look at shot tye of
proficiency is required, proficimncy KSA's of typical
soldiers before using the device, and how difficult for
tra inee to acquire reuirled prof iclency.

Seq: 9
I0 tf~ber: Al-4AM1-29; M-AI2 197
Date: Dec 1981
Title: Ouidbook for Users of TRIIICE It
Author: Sweze, R., I Evan, A.
Corporate Author: Ml
Sumr: Documets transfer of training model. Main pupose of

TRUI9IICE I1: provide method for assessing training devic
or training device concepts in erly design phhoe.

Key Points: Six cop~ornnts wre camined to derive index of training
device effectiveness: coverage requirement awl., cove
awl., training proficiency awl., leoning difficul ty
awl., physical doatristics awl., functional
dwaateristics aal.
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eq: 91
ID Number: fIRI-P-7-5; F- = 632
Date: NOV 1977
Title: Nwicao for the Ieipflent of SKill Jalifioation Tests
Author: Osborn, U., C 1bel, A., & Ford, J.
Corporate Author:

Covers both technical and adminlstrative p to
follo wen prw aring a field tested SQT.

Key Points: How SQT tests am develaped.

Seq: 92
ID lmie: R141-1305; A-A128 06
Date: Dec 1960
Title: IW.an Factors Evaluation of Selected STAND Devices Employmd

in a Mechanized Infatry Platoon
Author: Smootz, E. A.
Corporate Author: AII
Sumar: W= Factors Evaluation of four Surveillane, Target

Requisition, and Might Observation devices.
Key Points: Results used to refine tactical doctrine at the school m

to assist in determining the design of future training
devices.

Seq: 93
l0 Number: Not flval Icible

Date: Oct 1972
Title: Rom Performance Effectiveness and the ystems fhsrmweit

Bed (Fticle in Jurrl of AppI led PsychoIogy, vol 56, r.
3.

Author: Uhlaer, J. E.
Crporate Author: Journal of App led Psychology Vol 56
Sums"y: Discusses the Concept of Sstem heasurimnt Bed.
Key Points: Stresses that aptitudes, job dands, and surounding

conditions coalesce to yield varying levels of perfarw-ce.
Looks at oognitive a non-conitive aiables affecting
performance
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I0 Iuiw: BES.-TW-223; RD-?t3 463
Date: Ju IO?
Title: uman Performance Exprlimntation in Might Opeatiors:

Teho logy & Instrumentation for Field Researd
Author: Iyman, ., 1 Stwbrg, J. J.
Corporate Author: " Iehavior and Systems Raswi Lob

: Provides a descriptio and evaluation of instrumentation
system which Includes training, testing, and control methods
and procedues = well as special experimental techniques
and instrumetation.

Key Points: Instrumentatlon systm found to old gatly in the
col lection of rel lable and val Id exprimentation data.

Seq: 25
ID Number: F1R-RN-79-40; R 3?1
Date: Sep Ig'
Title: Implmentation and Evaluation of the Tadk Crew Training

PNWa for ULM iun Its
Athor: Kress, 0., & i1cOuire, U. J.
Corporate Author: NumO
Sumary: Compares previoumsl developed toik cte. gunery training

prog (perforance oriented and simulation based) against
conventional progr.

Key Points: Training praom effectiveness assessed for both groups
based on their crew gwrmw perforaince on Table UI. Study
stresses need to develop rel [ale tari aVzej criterion
performance stanidards and mesrement techiques.

Seq: 95
I Number: OR -86 I-A 135 001
Date: Sep 193
Title: Ipi icatios for Development of Collective Training

Information Stm (CTIS)
Author: Scott, T., 1. Ekstrom, A.
Corporate Author: RRI
Summary: Presents resul s of informtion ne e ssesmient to

determine components of a col lectle training information
systm.

Key Points: Interviews rPaealed definite need for feedack from fIeld
users of IREP dmets to the developers pertaining to the
quality and utility of the product.
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Raq: V71D Itah.: ImI-Th7Si-m; AD 271
Date: Nov1978
Title: IWproVed " Training and Evaluation Pr'o (RTEP)

Methods for Unit Evaluation, Uol I- Executive qkims;
StudW Deign and Field Resewa

Author: Hsoun, Nt. 0., RIbert, 0. 0., & flCuI laugh, T. J.
Corporate Author: Nu Sciences RM ch, Inc
kmw: Analyes existing metod of Implementing RTEP for a

tank/mach infantry Tak Force. Objective: identify problems
in oanauct of ARTEP for field units, develop reedis, ad
incorporato them into a practical field guide.

Key Points: Stuck conducted ohmn RlTP systm as In early stages of
development. Various tdcIcal problem ihrwent In
training and evaluation outl ine (UED) are presented.

mliinmi~in m m mmm

Seq: 98
ID Number: ARI-TR-78-A27; RD-M 703
Date: Nov I7
Title: ipo d Araj Training aid Evaluation ProV (FRTEP)

lethods for Unit Evaluation, vol Ii: Analysis
Author: Nawn, II. D., Albert, D. D., & flcCull uh, T. J.
Corporate fAuthor: Ijma Sciences Reseoarh, Inc
Suemary: Provides data analysis and recommendtions for refining

current AllP implementation.
Key Points: Significant emphasls mast be placed an adelUate training

for evaluator/control ler. Presents recOmendtions for
follow-on research, e.g. Integration of new tedvology into
ATEP's evaluation component (engagmeont simulation, battle
simulation, eta.).

Seq: o
ID tober: FI I-Tr-7-2S; D-RO4 272
ate: Nov 1978

Title: Improved " Training and Evaluation Progrm (RRTEP)
ohthods for Unit Evaluation, Vol II1: Field 0uidlwce

Author: Hiawon, M. 0., Albert, 0. 0., & lcCullough, T. J.
Corporate Author: 1Hum Sc iences R wai , I n

m : Prototype guIde for battal Ion level FRT. Based on
recommmdtiarw preented in vol II.

Key Points: Stresses RIITEP principles and applicatlons. Points out that
basic principle is pw'formarce oriented training.
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Sq: 100
10 Aber: MI-TR-7-I3; -A0 465
ats: Apr 197

Title: Impraved Army Training wW Evaluation Prot'n (FIRTEP)
flathods for Unit Evaluation, Vol U: Analysis of Alternative
Training Strategies

Author: Hmrsn, II. D., Warling, L. H., & Hill, H.
Carporate tAuthor: Han Sciences Reearc, Inc
9umWV: fnalzes alternative training settings oval lable to Bn

training angers for the conduct of training within FITEP.
Settings include cotnentional field exercise, iegagemit
simulation field elcise, etc.

Key Points: OeIaribes cpab ilIty for performance aseet/diopqosis
for each setting.

Seq: 101
I I*Aber: fIRI-T-7-124; F-A075 663
Oots: pr 197M
Title: Improved A Training and Evaluation Prog (ITEP)

Nlethods for Unit Evaluation, Vol UI: Coavmtional R~TEP
hlisions ad Engagment Simulations:

Author: Havon, 11. 0., 1 tl:Farling, L. H.
Corporate Author: Iman Sc Iences Resmadh, Inc
Smmary: Examines 4 Issues: development of accurate, compr wive

criteria and measurs of unit performi ; structure &
functions of evaluator/control lar te;
redation/integration of eng sin data and MIEP data; use
of data to establish trg objecties.

Key Points: Points out 4 ain Issues that bew on conduct of uni t
prof icle nc assessment.

$eq: 102
ID Iuber: MI-Th4-79-R2; FO-AO 957
Doate: Apr 1979
Title: Improved " Training and Evaluation Progra (FMEP)

Iathod for Unit Evaluation, Vol UII: Exeutive Sumary
author: Hawon, N. 0., & iMonchura, R. 0.
Corporate Authar: IHuma S Imces RFm ch, Inc
Su r: ulIzes previous 6 volIums.
Key Points: fajor RTI problem: little time for evaluator training;

poor Integration of ratings for diagnosis and tracking of
errors; administration incompatible with established
principles of training; TWEO formt not able to identify
specific errors.
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q: 10
I0 umer: ARI-RIP-79-?; R-A07 470
Date: Air 1979
Title: improved A Training md Evaluation Pro (ARTEP)

Methods for Unit Evaluation: Ouidonce for Plmning md
Condcting Camqonr-level Field Exerclses

Atuthor: Hwwron, MI. D., Mc1Cullough, T. J., Mcfarling, L.

MWaowra, R.-
Corporate Author: Hmian Sci Rmerch
Summary: Attempt to satisfy nmeds documented In the first study

phlse. Presents a training pro on the conduct of an
evaluator/control ir school.

Kay Points: Persistent problem In Army: Institutionalized lack of
appreclation for the role evaluators cm and must play in
evaluating field performance mid in acting as trainers.

Seq: 104
ID Number: Not Available
Date: Nhrd 1=
Title: Improving the Training Fllproach
Author: Duncan, C. S., & Hartjen, R. C.
Corporate Author: I1 I / FkOw 1agaz ine
umimoy: frmyj at: 1) modify current analslis pprooch (collective

requirements to drive Indiv skill training); 2) adopt
proactive training qproach; 3) train for success on
battlefield; 4) bond soldiers to quality leaders in
cohesive units.

Key Points: Phi losophical ly, TRIOC aderstands dat to do - the
question is whther TADOC leadership can Influence the
schools.

Seq: 105
ID Nuber: A-164 75
Date: Dec 1g5
Title: In Search of Combat Readiness in the IC
Author: Stal# P.
Corpate Author: Naval Postgrdate School
Suary: Analylis of the factors that sae a U M unit combat ready.

Presents results of a survey of 46 USMIC off icers based on a
readiness modsl.

Key Points: Surve data analyzed using bootstrap methodology, e
qumtitative values are derived froe qualitative value
judgents.
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IN: 105
I0 tiwr: iI-W .79-22; R-I4077 177
Date: Nov 1979
Title: Initial ARTEP Validation Results: 1974 - 1975
Author: Haies, J. F., & allis, H. R.
Corporate Ruthor: Amerioan Institutes for Research
tki00Vy: Standarde too subjective; evaluator performance too

erratic, doubtful that typical evaolu tor personel could be
adequatelU trained to meet standordIzation reqluirments; no
guldel Ins for adjusting staunid to account for varylng
test wonditions.

KeyU Points: Situational artiflciality often required to achiev
standa ization; has negative Impact on validity as a trng
guide; ARTEP evaluation represents CIJJIHRTION of training,
which should not be the case.

Seq: 107
tD I.met: I-fR-5-5; A-A150 302
Date: Jan 1995
Title: Instructional AproW for Individualizing Basic Rifle

fM shIp Training
Author: frlej, J. L., 9 Seezey, R. U.
Corpoate Author: Litton hllonics ytems Dev.
Sumary: Presents I Itratwre review of educational and training

reseo-c on Individualized training.
Key Points: Points to studU by Rosen wnd Bdting' who found: skills

taught to meet crent stds but not in the best way,
criteria do not meet curret req'd coebat chr teristics,
gap between curent stds S conditions and those required.

Seq: 106
ID Imber: AD-A149 417
Date: Dec 1964
Title: Interactive Graphics Simulator: Design, Developmnt, and

Effectiveness/Cost Evaluation
Ruthor: Richadson, J., Harmo, K., IL Keller, R.
Corporate Author: Essex Corporation
Sumay: Design, development, and implementation of Interactive

Graphics Simulator (IDS).
Key Points: Metdology to determine training and cost effectiveness.
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Seq: 109
I Iber: Hot Ailoble
Date: 198
Title: JAM: A Technique for Analyzing &"o.p AJdgu'it Wticle

apeaming in Jounal of Experimental Education, Vot. 4)
Author: Ovistal, R. E.
Corporate Authar: Journal of Experimental Psychologyl
Summary: Utilizes Judgment Analsis (JAN) to Identify ad dasribe

the rating policies within a boad of Judges.
Key Points: Application of JA technique.

m m•

Seq: 110
10 Number: RI--81-1?; D-R 120 774
Date: Sep 1981
Title: Job Aid for Modifying Ineffective or Inefficient Training

-me
Author: Krist iwsen, 0.
Corporate Author: RI
sumary: Job old which adresses the problem of ho. to mdify

training when ae has c-rA ctd a Tng Program Evaluation
and found that certain changes we needed.

Key Points: Points out the problem that often result from Inefficient
training e.g., unecss"r instruction on skiIls and
knowledges the soldier already has or when practice time Is
cut in the name of officlnea.

Seq: 111
ID ?am: FiL-TP-85-51; F-R 164 837
Date: Feb IM88
Title: Job Performance Measurent Classification 114e for

Val idation Aesemu in the li I itary
Author: Kavanoi, MI., Borman, U., Hedge, J. & Gould, R.
Corporate Author: rkcFavi-Gray Associates, Inc
Summary: Outl ines the development of a performance measurment

classification. Focus on job performance criterion
dee I opment.

Key Points: lodel looks at input variables (individual chracteristics,
measurement method) process variables ( cognitive
processes) aid outcome variables (performance meamswnt
quality). Performance measurement r Iteria to be
considered we suggested.
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Seq: 112
iD Number: ARI-RN-3-32; )A-I35 679
Date: Sep Igq3
Title: Job Sople Tests as Predictors of III murfy Perforewice:

Op Wndixes RA
Author: Bier, D., a Swer, 0.
Carporate Author: Systems Resw ol l.ratorles
S ,i*'y: Used optitude mamursom t moth. to designp Job smple

tests for armore aemon. Developed seven Job staple tests
to Include: three computer u aed and foi 14-0 tests.

Key Points: Various Job sample tests we presented. Renults Indicated
that l inear combinations of Job sople test mures
accounted for very high propotIon of varIabIllIt in ares
past success at Annual QuallIfcatlas.

Seq: 113
ID Number: STP 9-63E-a
Date: pr 135
Title: 11 tx- Tank Sstes fchManIc Job Book, 1OS 63IO0/2
Author: Not Applicable
Corporate Author: US my Ord* ce School
Summor'y: Used as an MC training reagnmet tool to recoi-

demonstrated prof iciwcny on soldIer's soil (aI1 coemon
and 11S-specific) tasks for h Ich the SL I or 2 soldier Is
responsible. ProiIdes space for supervIsar to reod go or
no-go and date.

Key Points: Basic idea is good, but doubtful that It Is utilized with
any degree of effectiveness.

Seq: 114
I huber: RR I-P-79-2
Date: Fab 1978
Title: hointsnance of Perforeance Effectvness
Author: Hrabin, I., Katz, M., I Shields, J.
Corporate Author: MI1
S y: Emphasis an supervisors' involment and on dealing with

perfaron probIlms at the specific problem level.
o-ehaizes training and tedhnologlcal solutlos.

Key Points: Points out need to deal with perforamm problems at
specific level. Supervisrs' perfarance arucial to
maintenace of effectivness. It Is Important to
determine dat the objectives are nd how evaluation will
be aek.
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eq: 115

ID N~ibr: RI-W -5; AFiS137 171
Date: Jon 1984
Title: Mhintenance Performance 9stas (rganizational) 4Nuook

for Certifying m:hdmlas in Division 986 Feo Units
Author: Spiker, A., lHim, U., & Notkyqw, A.,
Crporate Author: c a Scincs, Inc.
Sumary: Effort to develop the Mainteace Performce System

0rlgizatlonal (F-0). MP-0 is an Integrated system for
measring maintermue ewdics. Looks at Certification
Programs In the RMq,, aiy, Air Force, and privateIndustr..

Key Points: Presents effort to develop a systa to measure maintenance
certificatlon performance.

- . mm in m - m

Seq: 116
I0 Ntu:be MI-t14-4-2; A-AI37 571
Date: Jan 1984
Title: Maintenance Performace Syst (rganizottional) Information

and Evaluation System Design (IMES) Design Consideratics
Author: Slpon, H, Outman, J., I Jaosz, C.
Corporate Author: hb Sciences
Summary: Design consideratiors relating to the IES of the

haintonum Performance Systam-Orgnlzatlonal.
Kie Points: Use as evaluation tool. Use as managment Information

feedback system. Feeiack provided to Army cominis,
managers trailrs to allow them to review
maintenance/troining performance.

- mmmm uuuminuuu uum

Seq: 117
1D It*w: Not Awllle
Date: 1983
Title: Measures of Comensatory and ?onoaistorv Models of

Decision Behavior: Proces Tracing versus Pol i c Capturing
(Article appearing in Organizational Bhavior and iHm
Performance, Uol. 31)

uthor: BiliIngs, R., & r u, S.
Corporate Author: Orgaization Sethvior and Im Perf.
S&,NDm'V: ExamInas the vol Idity of pol Icy copturing mid proms

tracing manures of decision making.
Key Points: pillcation of AMOUR and Information baud technique

(lineo repession commonI used) to pol ic capturing
technique.
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Uq: 116
ID imber: D-fM 081
Dote: 9"t 198
Title: Method to Determine Divisional Engineer Battalios Training

Measure of Effectiveness (flostr's thesis, Noval
Postgraate School)

Author: Gibson, L. P., Jr.
Carpoate Author: NMovl Postgraduate Schoi
SWAIWY: Presents mthodology to determine the training mesures of

effectiveness for divisional enginer battal Ions.
Key Points: Looks at training mmiares of effectiveness.

Seq: 119
1D Number: Not Availiable

Dots: Nov 197
Title: flithodology to develop the Criteria and Criteria Weightings

for Assessing Subunit Effectiveness in Organizations
(Article appeoring In Acode=W of tanagement Journal, vol
22)

Author: Hitt, II., & Middluist, 0.
Corporate Author: Acadmy of Mnagement Journal

Studyj offers and tests an Improved procedt for meuring
orga izational subunit effectiveness byj Isolating relevant
criteria aid determining criteria weights within a large
complex orgoaization.

Key Points: Use of pol Ic capturing at a state health dparttent.

Seq: 120
ID Nuber: Ail-TFi-58; AD-A131 969
Dots: March 1982
Title: flethods of Evaluating Tank Platoon Battle Ami Performance:

Design Ouldel Ine
Author: AII en, T., Johnson, E., II I, Knerr, Mt. 16 9ocan, 0.
Corporate Author: MRI

mmary: Proides guildelines to assist local battal ions in the tasks
of plmning, conducting, and evaluating the platoon Table
IX battle run.

Key Points: Presents rqrxeswitative and challenging situations.
Evaluation based on a variety of measures and scoring
procedure
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&eq: 121
I0 Iis: AI-T-457; AD-A6 369
Date: fla 19o
Title: Methods of Evaluating Tek Platoon Bottle Run Performance
Author: Wheton, 0. A., AlIen, T. W., S Johnson, E.
Corporate Author: Aerlcan Institutes for Resarch
&Amar- ~Presents r-1-midmd tasks, conditions, constructs,

meres and standard that Increase objectivity while
retaining diognostic capabili It

Key Points: Many 'standards' ar in fact s"tasks. See Iheaton,
Fingwrma, Boycan. Score aggrmgtion required much data
from mn Iterations by same unit, clearly not feasible.
Arbitrary standards are appealing. Tng fMrs need
aggration for diagnosis.

Seq: 122
ID Numbr: FAI-TR-5?4; AD-RI35 486
Date: iar 1982
Title: Methods of Evaluating Tank Platoon Battle RAm Perform-ne:

A Perspective
Author: limaton, 0., S Boycan, 0.
Corporate Author: AIR
Summay: Examines and discusses major issues that have si gnificant

imlication on: method of main gun firing, performance
msurents, and purpose.

Key Points: Recommend use of additional and iWroved evaluation of
tank platoon guwV and ta skills. Presents three
options for measuing platoon performance.

-i----m- mRUSIununuuuszutuiOnuuiNnuuua

Seq: 123
10 limbo Not Avai lable

Date: 19O
Title: MlIItarResearch on r'foma CrItarIa: Change of

Emphasis (Article appea ing in Human Factors Journal, vol
22, rv. 2)

AuthWr: Uh Iler, J. E., I Drucke, A.
Corporate Author: Not Avoilable
9 lmmr: Points out chyge of mphosis in MiIiitary research. Trend

Is my from schooi gades and subjective rating towards
peformc testing. Reaomends use of situational
perforance testing (SQT, realI train, etn.). Recomends
Systas leasuremnt Bed.

Key Points: Heed total evaluation of unit, tern, or gu perform c.
Mlust determine systes output criterion (i.e. STIP).
Sysstm Measmrment Bed deals with overaIl systoos
influence on i ndividual's performance (Total lission
Effectiveness).
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Seq: 124
10 Numer: AD-A112 937
Date: DOc 1gel
Title: MuIltI-flttrIbute Util ity Theory to Assist Top-Level

Aecquisition Decismr-ficking (aster's Thesis frow 14auoI
Post Graduate School)

Author: Gormn, R.
Corporate Aithor: Naval Post Graduate School
Summary: Search for decision-mlting techn3ique that can best swve

top-level acquisition decision ming. Suggests use of
Mlulti-Attribute Utility ThVorU .

Key Points: Presents methodology and effort to detwteine key decision
maker information needs.
- - ---u --_- - -• -- ----- --

Seq: 125
ID Nmtbaer: FD-PO01 146
Oate: Jan 192
Title: New tools for assessing aircraft/pi lot performance (Paper

presented at FIM workshop: Flight testing to identify
pilot workload and pilot dyromics, Edwards AFB, CA)

Author: York, A., flontgomey, L., & Petro, J.
Corporate Author: SRI International
SUmaV: Reort pirsented at IlR orkshop: flight testing to

identIfy pilot workload and pilot dynaa ics. Attempts to
assess all tJ-ee areas of airc-aft weapon systm
effectivuess (aIrcraft peformance, pilot physiological
response, and arament utilization).

Key Points: Recoemens ulti-dimnsional approach to measure pilot
workload, stress, and performance quantitatively. Presents
description of tactical aircrew combat training systm
(TACTS) features.

Seq: 126
10 Number: RISO-4-2285
Date: June 1961
Title: Notes on Human Performance Analysis
Author: Holinagel, E., Penderson, 0. M., 9 Rmassen, J.
Corporate uthor: Risce Notional Lab
Um ": Frmework for the Integration and analysls of human

perforane in nuclear envirn ts. Identifies four
sources of data: special post Incident, plant Intwrviews,
training simulators, and research simulators.

Key Points: Provides an analysis schema and discusses how the results
from the different levels ma be used for various purposes.
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Seq: 127
I0 NumbHr: Not vai lable
Dote: Not "liable
Title: Optimization of Training System
AuUtr: Cronholm, J. H.
Corporate Author: Pt IT

Looks at optimization of ski ll-defined task sequome w 4
meons to training system optimization.

Key Points: Points to skill defined task sequence as a method to
optimize training.

Seq: 129
ID MAlbmr: MIfR-N-84-47; M)-A138 ON
Data: Feb 1984
Title: Perforsmnce Feedback: A Review of its Psychological and

Behavioral Effects
Author: ilgn, D., Fisher, C., & Taylor, IA.
Corporate Author: Purdue University
Sumary: Identifies caacteristics of feedback shich may lead to

more effective use of feedback.
Key Points: Points out the Importace of understanding wat goes on

between the administration of feedback and the subject's
selection of a resporpe.

S- - - - - - - -. . .. ..-- - -

Seq: 129
ID Iir: D-A10 669
Date: Sept 1981
Title: Performance Measurement and the Nav's Tactical Riraue

Training System (TACTS)
Author: Staffer, 0.
Corporate Author: Ikami Factors Lob, NTEC
Summr: Describes development and use of Tactical Training System

(TACTS) as a mean for training advanced air combat skills.
Indicates current limitations In Perforeoc Nasui't

Systm.
Ke Points: Cost Effectiveness Assessment results indicate TRCIT/RMI

reduces traini ng costs by more than $100 mill ion wr#AI I .
Presents topics to consider sien developing Pwformwe
flwe ent stm.
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Seq: 130
10 Number: Not Avl Ifbi1
Date: 1965
Title: Perfat soe leasmant System for Training System

Development (Pper pe s4nted at the 7th I/ITEC, Orlando,
FL)

FAuthOr: Pettit, R., I IkWaudvr, P.
Corporate Author: Not Avai lable
Summay: Peents integrated approach for the development,

integration, and axlgment of perforoince measurement in
training systems.

Key Points: FoprOach org= izes and translates user requiremnts throug
front-end analyses into a set of qual i tative and
quntitative perfr lCe measurs.

Seq: 131
ID heumbr: C 2694
Date: 197
Title: Perfaonce Objectives for Infantry Squad
Author: Not Applicable
Corporate Author: US larie Corps
Suary: Provides perforeance objectives for Infantry squads

prelwrIng for MIC Combat Readiness Evaluation Syste
(?ICCAS). Identifies tass, level (echelon), conditions
and requirements (stanrds).

Key Points: Looks at measurement of squad pforawnce in a varlety of
combat situations.

Seq: 132
ID Number: ARIR-f"S1-27; F)-A127 057
Date: July l981
Title: Perspectives on Battal ion Training rl/gmont
Author: Hill, H., & Sticht, T.
Corporate Author: AIR
Sumr: Four battal ion coemondu a" intrviewed to ealore their

phi losopiuj and goals for training, training mmoagint
practices, and training and evaluation tedhilues.

Key Points: Problems found with SOT testing and FTEP ard a Iess
obvious fore of evaluation that is often used by bn adrs on
a daily basis.
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Seq: 13
1D Number: Not WAll 1ble
Date: Oct 1977
Title: PImI ng for AIrerm. Perfor=mie M 1 eient AID (Paper

presited at the Productivity EWic t: PersorIel
Perfrmwice sesment In fat Sstm Symposlum, Son
Dlo, CR)

Author: Ra, M. & Knoop, P.
Corporate Author: Not Ri Ioble
lk N/ov: Sukinorlz WK efforts of developing masures of aircrw

profllion whlich could be used In both mud-bmed aid
airbo awiraments. Points to uraolved prob m of
easumrint vystm val idation.

Key Points: Presents efforts of developing objective peforeonce
IeaUreient Ilih could lead to the development of
operatioraI airlbn Imauat systems.

-In m mI i L I mII ..

Seq: 134
ID utber: 19K 10-OSUT
Date: Jun 05
Title: POt, HI1M1iR1 Are Clvm (Draft)
Author: Hot Apicable
Corporate itl'or: US Fbe e Schoo
Sues": OttI Ines the cow of instruation to train soldiers to

function as I1 arvom on on i1 brms tw* MCS trained,
19K10. Provides p (tasks) of each period of
Instruction, md whether tasks we 'taut to staonrd'.

Key Points:

Seq:15
ID Number: 19010-OWT (1113)
Date: nor
Title: Pt, 1113 Cavalry Scout
Author: Not IApI Icbie
Corporate Athor: US ey A r School
S ay:Otliies the course of Instruction to train soldiers to

function as ILl owvalryj scouts an an 11113. lOS trained,
1010. Prov I des scope (task) of each per Id of
Instruction, aid whther tasks we 'tauht to stndard'.

Key Points: Provides bails for analiing course content.
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q: 135
I0 ihber: POt 10O1O- UT (113)
alte: mpr I=W
Title: POI, 13 die4lCoU/( Scout (Draft)

Camrate Author: US " Armor School
9LamMV: Outlines the course of instruction to train soldiers to

function as 11 cavalry scouts on a CF.. MOS trained,
11010. Provides scope (tasks) of each period of
Instruction, nd wether tasks are 'taught to stwadwd.

Key Points: Provides basis for onalyzing course contet.

Seq: 137
I) HIkltr: 1IE 10-W
Date: shn 1965
Title: POI, MICl Flw Crewman (Draft)
Author: Not Appl icable
Corproa Author: US rFb *arn School
Sumary: Outlines the course of Instruction to train soldiers to

function as 91U tank rew on on ISOA1 tank. M10
trained, IIEIO. Provides scope (tasks) of each period of
Instruction, and wheh tasks arwe 'tght to standard'.

Key Points: Provides basis for onalyzing course content.

Seq: 136
1Ilumbew: WIE 10W-MA1I
Date: Jun 1905
Title: POI, FR me- Creman (Oraft)
Athor: Not Appl Icable
Crlrate Author: US Armb so Schl m1
Sumiwwt: Outlines the course of Instruction to train soldiers to

function as 9I1 tart aram on an t18 tak. MS
trained, IIE 0; ASIBB awaded to W0 IE. Provides scope
(tasks) of each period of instrction, and shethr tasks
re 'taught to standard'.

Key Points: Provides basis for analzing course content.
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eq: 139
tD Number: Not Aivl Ilt
Dote: Nov 1900
Title: Po lIc ImlicotIons fAmlqsis: A Method for Improving

Po I ReseaM=h and Evaluation (Rpea ing In Book Improving
EI cational Evaluation ethods: Impact on Policy - Editor:
Carol 9. Asloniane)

Author: haft, D., & Stanne, R. J.
Corporat Author: HTS Research Corporation
&umjr: Describes the development and application of Pol icy

Implications Analysis; designed to help people who re
planning or conducting evaluations to talor their
information so that it has optimal potential for being used
and acted upon.

Key Points: Emphasizes need to start evaluation planing with a careful
assessment of pol icy makers Information needs. pi on
Delphi Method =,4 Scenrio Iriting.

Seq: 140
ID I*.uer: W91C-SA-92-10; RD-A113 491
Date: far 1982
Title: Potential Applications of Computer Assisted Instruction to

P-3 ircrw Trainer
Author: Marks, L. J., wIklns, W. W., & Kribs, H. D.
Corporate Author: Instructional Science & Development
Suary: Examnes P-3 aircre training syllabu to find out how

training effectiveness could increase by a shift to CAI.
Presents analysis and comparison of various CAI systems and
the curent P-3 media mix to determine the most effective
training approach.

K Points: Identifies areas in cwrriculau em CRI might improve
effectiveness of training. Ilethodology could be of
Interest.

Seq: 141
ID Iu r: RlI-T"- 13
Oats: Rpi I 182
Title: Prediction of Training Device Effectiveness: R Review of

"te Models
Author: Tufano, 0. R., & Evans, R. A.
Corporate Author: Not Al lable
Summry: Looks at four training device effectiveness pr'_ictive

models, know as TRAIN UICE.
Key Points: Looks at Training Effectiveness models.
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Seq: 142
I0 Iub: Not i lable
Doat: Not A i able
Title: Reliable rowaurit of Task Performce From Training to

the Job
Author: O"t", U.
Colrrate Author: HumW

Focuses an sarces of unrelici'bi I t in testing soldier
performwice at the completion of training aid again after
job assignment.

Ke Points: Presents sources of test reliability.

Seq: 143
I0 Number: RI-AM-77-7; D-AM?? 927
Dote: Doec 197?
Title: Report of Exercise Obsevations: Operational Readiness

Training Test (MMTT)
Author: Ryan, T. 0., & Yates, L. 0.
Corporate Author: RI

a: Presents evaluation activity and recommendatiors of the Rll
field unit UMEV concerning battal ion 177.

Key Points: Solicited pereptions and suggestions for Improving the
OITT from unit personnel. lost relevant recommdation is
the need for standardized performance feeback.

mm ,m 4mmJql

Seq: 144
ID Na11ber: MAI-TR-79-AIB; FO-O)56 054
Date: Jun 1978
Title: Raerserd on Training for Brigade Commid Oroups: Factors

Contributing to Unit Colbat Readiness
Author: Olmstead, J. A., Sranick, I. J., S Elder, 9. L.
Corporate Author: flystem Development Corp
Swim" : Exaines relationship between brigade comnd grow

effectiveness Oid performarce of REP during Computer
Assisted lMn N1euer Exercise (CmIS).

KeU Points: CtIS is a two-sided battle simulation. Combat outcomes
determined by computer which provides rapid calculation and
feedbak of migogme t results between friendly and threat
forces. Can provide nd-of-exercise summau of status of
both forms.
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Seq: 145
ID Iuber: NTEC 83-C-15-.I; -A154 409
Date: Nor 165
Title: Results of the i-art Task Ship Handling Trainer

Pro-prototype Training Effectivenss Evaluation (TEE)
Author: Han I e, Mt. L.

Crporate Author: Ship Aralytics, Inc
Summary: Looks at PARTSHIP (port task trainr for ship hmdl ing).

Presents TEE which was conducted on two ars of ship
handling. Performs pretest-training-iosttest n training
device and copowr against full bridge simulator.

Key Points: Emphasizes p lobim in simulation training Fend due to
the urava i I lty of I terion mmures of complec,
real-vorld performance.

Seq: 148
I D : FII-ffi-132g; f-A130 g71
Date: lMa IIeI
Title: Review of lethodologies for Analysis of Collective Tasks
Author: Bauer, R.
Cororate Author: All
Summr: Presents state of the art methodologies for analysils of

collective tasks.
Key Points: Comparison of different methodologies Indicated see comon

techniique but little agement on baIc concep ts,
terminology, or even products of collective analysis.

Seq: 147
I tumer: RD-PMO2 317
Date: Not Am tIabIle
Title: Risk 1Mangeit in a fultiobjective ecision-lking

Framework
Author: Naimos, Y. Y.
Corporate Author: Systems Engineering Deprtment
Summary: Looks at risk assessment as an Integral port of the

decision-ek ing process.
Key Points: Effect of rsA managient on decision lKing.
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Seq: 148
10 Number: FD- 30OL

Date: 1906
Title: Role of perations Reserch In tillltwjj Decislon-flaIng
Author: hwon, R. 14.
Corporate Author: US " COSC
Suma: Provides mliitary decision s"-- with lIght Into Ow Rs

to aid in objectively structurlng problem.
Key Points: Provides means to improve quantitotive procedeS as

Justification to decision makers decisions ad
rec-meridt I 0m.

S"q: 149
I Number: ARI-AM-79-12; F-77 961
Dote: pr 17M
Title: Scrs QualIt Issues Related to Individual a ndMwpon Crew

Criterion Reference Perforan e Tests
Author: Steinhetser, F., Snyder, C. M.
Corporate Author: MRI
Samw'y: Presets issues related to criterion-perforsonce testing

which should be considered when developing individual aid
-Weopon crew tests.

Key Points: Pass/Fail decisions mut be made from a fairly small smple
of I tews, therefor, errors are uraoidble.

Seq: 150
ID Number: fJEUXICR-3?26
Date: May 1984
Title: Simulator Fidelity ad Training Effectiveuss: A

Compredwive 8ibl io opIV with Selected intoti as
Author: Bolton, P., FaigertlA, J., Hope, A. S Rwdin, II.
Corporate Author: Hot Av ilable
Sumar: Armoted biblioglV of slimlator fidelity and training

effectiveness studies.
Key Points: Identifi se eal "performane siamuremt" articles

(training device related).
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Seq: 151
ID Numbw: *F .- TR-6
Date: Jon 1282
Title: Simulator Training Ilequieents and Effectiveness Study

(STFIE): Executive Sma
Aluthor: Sple, C. A.
Corporate Author: Canyon Pamawd Oroup, Inc.
Sumary: One of ? tecnical reports pe We for STIES. Suw iizes

contents of other six rports sich address air ci
training device issues to Include: fidelity, instructional
support features, and utilization in aircre training
prog~w.

Key Points: Refers to : Irstructional Features Volume , Chapter IU
(Monitor and Evluate Performnce) for information on how
perforeance Is monitored and evaluated.

Seq: 152
ID rumber: AD-A43 343
Date: June Ig?7
Title: Social Structure of Decision laking
Author: 1A ., U. H.
Corporate Author: Yale Uilv ily

Ovie of ressd conducted unde the areas of
leaders!ip styles, ieadulhip dvellopmnt,training, etc.

Key Points: Effect of Ieadrsip styles, perceptions, and structure on
decision alng.

Seq: 153
1D Hktb. : W-AS 202
Date: Feb 1981
Title: Soldier Capbility - Army Combat Effectiveness (SRCE)

Volime I I Selected Bibl iograph
Author: TOONuqss, J.
Corporate Author: USA Soldier Support Center
Sumary: Study undwain to quantlff the relationship between the

capability of soldiers and the €oat effectIveness of
mapns, units and faires. Presents selected bib Iio iWvVN.

Key Points: Liteature review reiterates that soldier capbilities re
a major determinant of combat effectiveness. Points out
that variables used to determine capabilities
identlfiable, mesrale and useful for prediction.
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Onq: 154
I *Abe: SP 0-305- 1-T
Oate: pr 19g5
Title: SoIdIor's MoualI TraInr's OwiIde
Author: Not AFpI Icable
Crprate Ather: US " Ordnce ScIooi
$ulmm: Contains standardized training objectives, In fore of task

smmaries, used to train/evaluate on critical tass which
m4uport unit missions during wtlme.

Key Points: This pertains to skilI level 3, 4, and 5, which is outside
the iRl study effort.

meq:1S
1D h.ub': S'P 9-ME12-m n
Dats: fir N9
Title: Soldier's INhual, MI F Tank System ledic
RAuthor: Hot Appl cabie
Corporate Ruthor: US Army O~kwe SchooI
SUNmV: Provides standardized training objectives in fore of task

sumaries used to train/evaluate soldiers n critical tasks
s4uporting unit missions during mortise.

Key Points: Provide basis for analyzing lOS-relatad job requireemts.

Seq: 156
ID Mter': STP 9-6312-W
Date: Nov 1985
Title: Soldier's tlkrual, IIBFI/R3 Tank System Ilechonic
Author: Not p1 licable
Corprate RAuthor: US Army Or n School
Summry: Provides standdized training objectives in form of task

sumaies used to train/evaluate soldiers on critical tasks
supporting unit missions during wartime.

KeU Points: Provides basis for analyzing f10S-related job re ir nts.
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tq: 157
10 IAbw: il-N+-0-31; D-A 157 527
Dots: Jon 15
Title: Study of Effectiveness of Infantry Sytes. Training

Effectiveness Analusis, Cost Effectiveness Analysis, and
Hun Factors in Systms Development & Fldg.

Author: Evans, K. L., & Osborne, R. 0.
Corporate uthor: Litton Mtllonics

V: Summarizes resewd condcted sulprting ongoing RRI
research pro relating to TER, CTER, etc. Rpplies
following subeodels: CTER for developing systms, ISO,
training evaluation for no-sytems training, training
development study, etc.

Key Points: Points out that no methodolog exists for Cost and Training
Effectiveness that is gwa blizable to all US Army systems
and non-systms, aid goes beyond the acquisition phase of
systms to Include the onalusis of fielded systems.

Sq:15
ID tMAir: MNT 1440-1; D-MO 605
Date: Not Al table
Title: Study of Training Perforeance Evaluation Techniques
Author: Briggs, L. J.
Corporate Author: MI

Di: scusses perf ormsc evaluation in the training
evlroment, specifically In training sltuatiors involving
the use of siaulators.

Key Points: Illustrative application of automatic training/evoluation.
Selected training devices which could provide valuoble
proficiencU related info. Concludes that instructors do
not know how to evaluate objectivelU and no good
performance tests we aeailable.

Seq: 15
ID *Aber: MI-TA-04 ; 1-I31 873
Dots: Ml 1982
Title: Subjective ppraisal as a Feeodba Tool
Author: BurnsIde, I. L.
Corporate Author: M1

a: Looks at fee 'Ack from field units to TIX Centers/
Schools and mokas suggestions as to how to impr loop.

Key Points: Recoemmds mking s"bjective measures owe objective by
asking well-specified factual questions and by using BMS.
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Seq: 100
ID Wi*o: RD-M 1 401
Date: Not Aval Iable
Title: Success and Failure in Skill Qualification Testing 9 Troop

Views
Autho: Hason, J.
Corpoat Author: MI
SUNK": Explore reasons for success and fai Iure in SQT testing.

Uses enl isted soldiers *to take SQTs as source of
informat ion.

Key Points: Results Indicate that soldiers emphasize the importance of
performing tasks as part of unit duty in orde to be
prepared to answer questriw in the skill component portion
of the SOT. DiscAsses SOT and its compants.

Seq: 101
10 Nmber: RI-WP-79-15; AD-F082 700
Date: Nov 19n
Title: Tank Crew (Mfl1) Performance Exercise
Authr: O'Brien, A., Harris, J., &, OsXrn, W.
Corpoate Ruthor: HuRR
Sma ir: Provides test exercises and administrative guidance for

evaluating the readiness of 1l1ORI tank orees.
Key Points: Provides integrated train- package for pwual Igunner

evaluation. Individual and team tasks are measured via
rating sheets and scorecords (go/no go).

Seq: 162
ID Number: RI-P-?9-13; FI-AOS2 569
Date: Nov 1979
Title: Tank Crewmen (MF4I) ReAdiness Tests
Author: O'Brien, R., Harris, J., & Osburn, W.
Cor to Author:
S imary: Provides tests and administrative guidance for evaluating

MW! tank crewmen job readiness. Tests cover knowledge and
skill aspects of those tasks that ae most relevant to
crew guntwby proficieny.

Key Points: Presents two tyes of readiness texts: written and hands on
tests which provide comande with diagnostic tool for
determining performance. Utilizes go/no go evaluation.
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Seq: 163
ID Huaber: OR I-ft45-12; A-14g 662
Dots: J 1965
Title: Tem Dimesions: their identity, their i'le ," ts, OW

their Relationships
Author: HieM, U. F., Flelsion, E. A. & RIlK, R.
Corporate Author: Repose Ana lysis rpration
kmary: Presents initial phase of effort aimed at amwring basic

questions about the nature of team performance w4 factors
affecting it. Proposes taxonomy of team performce
dimensions.

Key Points: lethodologies we needed to evaluate tam along identified
team performance diension. Several have ,radid a stage
of doelopment which can be appi led to groi performance:
binary decision flow diagams, BRS, G profile analytic
methods.

Seq: 164
ID Number: SSI-D--E5I-34; 10-067 734L
Date: Ju 1082
Title: Training Aspect of Reserve Battal Ion Combat Readiness

(Moster's thesis)
athor: Ash, S. E.
Corporte Author: UWkr COSC
Summry: Study of the training variable of the combat reai nes

equation as It concerns RC moawwr battalions.
Key Points: Study concludes that readiness determination Is hampre by

a lack of ael i-defined, measuable definition of
readiness.

Seq: 165
I0 MUkb: iRi-TP-376; AD-A07 414
Date: Jun 1079
Title: Training Battalion Command Oriouss in Simulated Combat:

Identificatian a d Ieasurement of Critical Perfor*mn .
Athor: Kaplan, I. T., & Saber, N. F.

Corporate Author: FIR
smary: Investigates behavior of 23 battalion gompand r in a

simulated combat environment. Significaont differences
found among ratings of the sam cmnd g by several
observers.

Key Points: Results indicate need to develop we objective maswr of
performance end identify those subtaks for which different
raters' p spectives should produce valid differences In
ratings.
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Seq: 166
I0 hF -RR- 1291; D-A122 777
Date: Sep 1g0
Title: Training Device Effectivenmss: Formulation and Evaluation

of a Methodology
Atho~lr: 9 ick I y, W. A.

Corporate Author: AI
SUN*"ry: Preeats model to deteamin training device effectiveness.

Model corsiders only anteaedent simulator training.
Key Points: Model not conewnad with fidolity md realim but directly

addresses effectiveness of the simulator In daewsIng
required aircraft training time.

Seq: 167
I0 lluebw: AI -M-113675; A-Al5 018
Date: Fab 1904
Title: Training Effectiveness Analysis: Status of Institutional

and Unit IlMortar Training
Author: Fusha, J., Pen, A.., & Thapson, T.
Corporate Author: Litton
Sumary: Looks at Institutional amd unit training prom, problws

and deficiencies m d provides recomwnmtlors for
iprovesmt. Extensive analysis of POI, unit training
pVoVin, NRTEP, md I il fire exuIsms.

Key Points: iajor problms Identifled owe: no selection criteria for
IIC mortor cresan, no InstitutonaI training for UL 2,
etc.

Seq: 186
I0 Numbs: MRI-R+-02-27; F-I40 997
Date: Aug 1002
Title: Training Effectiveness as a Funtion of Training Device

FidelIty
Author: Bam, 0. & Riedol, S.
Corporate Author: Honewell Syst m d * samh Ctr
Sumary: Study to determine the effects of readuod training davice

fidl Ity on learning mnd perforemw of a ps qtual-otor
maintenance task (bicycle del training).

Key Points: Looks at effect of training davi fidolity an pal tual
task performance.
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Seql: 109
ID Numbe: M-T-142; A-1 IN
Date: Feb 193
Title: Training Effectiemnm Evaluation (TEE) of the dkwonced

Fire Fighting Training Systm.
Author: Carib1i, C., tMtter, f., 1 McDaniel, M.
Corporate Author: Training tnalyis I Evaluition Orcup
Summ": Training Effectliess Evaluation of the Nv Advoced Fire

Fighting Training System. Found that fires me
sufficiently realistic that positive training did occur.

Key Points: Looked at 5 cmponents of training uystm: pubi leations,
Device a IF, structure, suppaorting subsstems, and
curriculum. Uses epirlical noncompa tive evaluation
tedtique. Control grmp a rse objectives.

Seq: 170
0 Number: TM6OW-TR-4-62; "n-A122 70S

Date: Oct 182
Title: Training Effectivenesss Nalysis - A Process In Evolution
Author: IlIfor, C., I SoutUo, L.
Corporate Author: U 11IRC Iystms bnal. Activity
Sumay: Provides brief history of Training Effectiveness Analysis

(TEA) Division in FTM. Sumarizes the cast armves inTERs.
Key Points: ummizes TIN studies to include: Evaluation of training,

training devices, seldlar~jimre inteface, nId 11OS
selection critria. ithin evaluation of training looks at
training of n equient, Institutional trng, and Unit
trng.

Seq: 171
1D Iubee: ARI--11U; R-IW 632
Date: Jul 1965
Title: Training Extension Course Resear,: ivie of the

Literature an Cost nd Training Effectiveness
Author: Semsne, P. 0.
Cororate Author: Littmn- llionics

Reviw of Iliteature on cost and training effectiveness.
Attepts to develop a CTEA for the Ara's TEC.

Key Points: Reports on ml Iitarm amid noe I iItary Iiteroture dealing
wlth state of the art ethods and tediilques applI cable to
the performice of CTER.
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Ueq: 172
I Haber: TR ON
Dats: Jon 19S4
Title: Trnsfer of Training: An Interpretive Review
fAthor: Corier . .
Caru te Author: RI
SwuS: Stud looks at informatio processing and a qco pro as

providing a basis for eplaining and predicting transfer of
training effects.

Kw Points: Looks at automatized performance as an important factor to
explain and predict trasfer of training effects.

SSeq: 173
I0 Rtaly: FIR-TR-491; FID-135 450
Dnte: Sep 17
Title: Miork Environment Questionnaires and frmy Unit Effectiveness

and Satisfaction Meres
Author: Spencer, L., Klemp, 0. & Culle, 0.
Crporate Author: fot Al laIile

: Reviews existing lIItar and cIvilIan work envirorments
and orgoIizational climate questomaires. Identifies
empirical eaures of Army unit effectiveness.

Key Points: Looks at inspection reparts, mission accompil lsl'nt
results, eff iclwy measures etc.
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